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ABSTRACT

Development of a computer model of the Waimea groundwater system was
prompted by problems of water management already being experienced by the
Nelson Regional Water Board in the water-short Waimea Plains. The aims of
the modelling were to test existing concepts of the dynamics of the major
aquifers, to identify areas or p¿uameters requiring better data for management
and then to evaluate the effects of possible future pumping regimes on
seawater intrusion, groundwater and river levels.

A quasi three-dimensional

computer model

of the groundwater and river

system was developed, calibrated and tested. The model was based on the
three-dimensional finite difference code of the U.S. Geological Survey.

Modifications were made to this program to improve the representation of
river-aquifer interaction, to allow rewatering of dry nodes and to improve data
input and output. Three sub-models were also developed to provide data input
for the model: rainfall and irrigation recharge, river-aquifer interaction and
irrigation pumpage estimation.

The groundwater model successfully reproduces the spatial and timedependent water level fluctuations in the shallow unconfined aquifers (UA),
the upper confined Aquifer (ucA) and the Lower confined Aquifer (LcA).
It also simulates flows in the Wairoa, Wai-iti and Waimea Rivers which lose
much of their flow to the aquifers during dry summers.
Management simulations identified seawater intrusion, excessive water level
drawdowns and minimum allowable river flows as the constraints on increased
exploitation of the LC.\ UCA and UA respectively. The model indicates
potential seawater intrusion to the LCA under present pumping stress, while
the UCA appears currently under-utilised. Increased localised yields from the
UA are shown to be achievable, but an existing management objective of
maintaining a minimum low flow in the Waimea River limits the area of
available water to the Delta zone of this aquifer.
Benefits in developing this regional groundwater model include:

'

the focal point it provided for the assembling and evaluation of the large
amount of geohydrological data on the Waimea aquifers;
an improved conceptual model of the dynamics of the system;

a useful management tool which has tested many alternative regional
water allocation strategies and consequently allowed the adoption of
realistic water management policies.
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INTRODUCTION

lntensification of irrigated agriculture and increased industrial and urban
development in the Waimea Plains since the early 7970's has greatly increased
the demand for water. During that time, groundwater pumped from three
main aquifers has become the major source of water because it is relatively
shallow and ine:rpensive to exploit. This pumpage has caused increasing
drawdowns, particularly during surtmer, and raised doubts about the capabiliÇ
of the aquifers to sustain further development. Particular .orr."i^ ur"
potential sea water intrusion to municipal wells at the co¿rst, excessive water
level declines during droughts and the effects on groundwater recharge of river
abstractions for the Waimea East Irrigation Scheme.
Computer models of groundwater dynamics can be used to describe the
behaviour of a complex aquifer system and thereby predict the response of the
system to different management strategies. The groundwater system to be
modelled is characterised by such parameters as transmissivity, aquifer
boundaries and pumpage. These data are input to the computer program
which simulates the response to these inputs. This response is nòt valid,
however, unless the model has been calibrated for the region of interest.
Calibration involves adjusting input parameters so that the model simulations
adequately reproduce historical records of, for example, groundwater levels
and river flows. The model can then test the hydrologic response to predicted
or hypothetical changes to the inputs. Models are useful because they
synthesize large amounts of data within a simplified representation of the
hydrologic system and can be applied to predict future changes to the system.
The ultimate aim of integrated groundwater models is the assessment of
transient watershed yield (Freeze, 1983).
The objective of this study was to develop a detailed computer model of the
"'Waimea
groundwater system to:

(1)

clarify the groundwater flow regime by quantiffing the relationships
between groundwater, surface water and climatic factors;

(2)

assess the potential for sea water intrusion under present and
hypothetical future pumpage regimes;

(3)

determine the effects on groundwater levels, of increased pumpage and
alternative patterns of pumpage;

(4)

examine the impact

of

existing and proposed community irrigation

schemes on groundwater and river levels.
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This report presents not only the results of the modelling exercise, but
describes the theoretical basis for the computer model and the steps taken in
its development and calibration. Knowledge of the basis and limitations of the
model is important when interpreting the results. The report should therefore
also prove useful for any reader considering setting up a groundwater model of
a different aquifer system.

Y

3

Fígure

/ : Waimea

Plains water resources
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TIIE \ryAIMEA PLAINS AQUIFERS

2.L

ENYIROIYMEI{TAL SETTING

The Waimea Plains is an intensively farmed area of about 7500 ha situated
southwest of Nelson City as shown in Figure 1. The plains are flanked by hills
to the south, east and west with flat land extending south in the Wai-iti Valley
to beyond Wakefield. To the north is the tidal Waimea Inlet and beyond that,
Tasman Bay. Richmond, with a 1986 population of 72A0, is the only significant
population centre and is located on the north-western edge of the plains.
Two rivers, the Wairoa and the smaller Wai-iti, flow from the southern side of
the plains and merge to become the Waimea River. Mean daily discharge for
the Wairoa at the gorge for the period 1958 to 1.984 was 16.2 m3s'1, while for
the Wai-iti at Brightwater it was 3.1 m3s-1 for 1980 to 1984 inclusive. Based on
l4-day mean Wairoa river flow, a 45-year drought occurred during the 1982/83
suÍrmer with daily flow falling as low as 1..2 m3s'1. River water recharges the
groundwater system, with the result that during surrmer the Wai-iti is
frequently dry below Brightwater bridge and the Waimea flows at less than
1 m3s'l in the central plains" The rivers are dynamic riffle and pool systems
with sinusoidal meanders constrained within stopbanls.

The region is noted for its high sunshine hours and low winds. Rainfall,
generally from the north, is spatially fairly uniform and averaged 973 mm
annually for 1941-1984 for Nelson Airport at the northern end of the plains.
Summer rainfall is usually insufficient to maintain soil moisture so irrigation is
necessary. Evaporation from a pan in Appleby at the northwestern end of the
plains averaged 1295 mm annually for the years L972 to 1983 inclusive. Pan
evaporation normally exceeds rainfall for the months December to March with
daily values frequently exceeding 10 mm.

I-and use is changing from predominantly pastoral to intensive horticulture.
Community irrigation schemes such as the Waimea East Irrigation Scheme,
commissioned in 1984, as well as private irrigation developments are
accelerating this change. Between 1974 arrd 1986, horticultural irrigation
within the Waimea East Scheme increased from 142 to 525 ha with most of
that development occurring after scheme commissioning (4. Paton, p€rS.
comm.). The major horticultural crops include pip fruit, stone fruit, berry fruit,
kiwifnrit and vegetables. Important agricultural crops are cereals, processed
crops, potatoes, lucerne and forage crops. A survey by the Nelson Regional
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Water Board showed that around 1700 ha or 25Vo ofthe usable flat land on the
waimea Plains was irrigated in 1983 from groundwater sources.

The hydrogeology of the waimea has been described by Dicker (19g0) and
Johnston et aL (DSIR bulletir¡ in prep.) in their synthesis of investigations
carried out for the Nelson Regional Water Board. The basin consists of a
tectonically down-warped depression up to 65 m deep which has been filled by
Quaternary alluvial gravels.

The base of the depression consists of low permeability Moutere Gravel.
Tight, clay-bound gravel filled the basin during a period of active hill country

erosion. During wanner periods, the rivers became entrenched and deposited
well sorted gravels forming aquifers within the clay-bound gravels. Èurther
clay'bound gravel subsequently covered these permeable units forming
aquicludes for confTned aquifers. Overþing the clay-bound gravel in the river
deltas and flood plains to the South and west of Burkes Bank is the Appleby
Gravel, deposited since the Pleistocene (Johnston,7979). Four aquifei units
have been defined on the basis of bore log lithology, piezometric and water
quality data. These aquifers are described individually below and shown in
Figures I and2.

tl:;:

LE6ENI)

UA- Unconfind Aquifers

- Upper Confined Aquifer
LCA - Louter Confind Aquifer

UCA

Figure 2

: Three-dimensional

hydrogeology of the waimea plains
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UNCOI\FINEDAQUIFERS

For the purposes of the groundwater model, the Unconfined Aquifer (UA) is
considered to be a single hydraulic unit consisting of the Appleby Gravel
aquifers and the minor aquifers in the Hope gravels that occur to the North
and East of Burkes Bank.

22.1

Appleby Gravel

The Appleby Gravel forms the major unconfined aquifer on the plains, with a
thickness of up to 15 m and the water table averaging 2 to 3 m below ground
surface. It consists of reworked river gravel which deepens towards the coastal
delta. In the Wai-iti Valley and Waimea West the amount of interbedded claybound gravel reworked from the Moutere Gravel increases, making the base of
the unconfined aquifer difficult to delineate" The aquifer is most permeable in
the youngest gravel adjacent to the Wairoa and Waimea Rivers.
Recharge to the Appleby Gravel occurs from the rivers and from rainfall and
irrigation drainage. The main river rechar1e zorres are between the Wairoa
Gorge and Bryants I-ane, near Challies Island on the Waimea River, and
dor¡¡nstream of Spring Grove on the Wai-iti River. Piezometric surveys and
water level records show that the aquifer in Waimea West is largely fed from
the Wai-iti River" The Wairoa River recharges the Appleby Gravel east of the
Wairoa River and the river margins of the aquifer in Waimea West. The effect
of rainfall recharge is difficult to assess because river recharge is superimposed
on well response to rainfall. The Waimea soils covering much of the aquifer
are stony silts with low water holding capacity hence much of the winter
rainfall percolates to the aquifer" This is confirmed by nitrate-nitrogen levels
in the aquifer which exceed those of river water, indicating that leaching of
fertiliser and animal waste is occurring.

Pumpage is primarily for irrigation, although wellfields near Brightwater,
Wakefield, Redwoods Valley and Appleby supply communities with domestic
and industrial water. A field survey located 164 irngation and community
supply wells pumping from the aquifer during the 1982-83 summer, irrigating
an area of 1220 ha and supplying over 1000 households. Private domestic wells
supply over 600 other households.

222 Hope Gravel
East of Burkes Bank, minor water-bearing lenses occur in gravel fans in the
Hope Gravel derived from the eastern hills. These minor unconfined and
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confined aquifers are seldom more than 0.5 m thick and exist to a depth of
about 15 m. I-aterally they are discontinuous so pumping drawdowns are high.
Recharge is only from rainfall and associated runoff because the aquifers are
above the level of any river influence. Nitrate-nitrogen levels up to 42 g m'3

indicate that considerable leaching of soil nutrients occurs and that
throughflow in these aquifers is low. himpage is primarily for domestic use
and small-scale irrigatior¡ and the aquifers frequently fail during summer.

Given the discontinuous nature of these lenses, their hydraulic behaviour is not
well defined. Winter discharge primarily to the underþing confined aquifers is
likely. However, because the Hope aquifers appear to show an unõonfined
response to rainfall recharge, they are considered as part of the UA.

23

LTPPER

COrVpnmD AQUTFER

The two confîned aquifers contain clean river gravel deposited within the claybound gravel by the old waimea River during degradation phases.

The Upper Confined Aquifer (UCA) extends from its recharge zone near the
Wairoa Gorge towards the coast at Rabbit Island. Its depth ranges from 18 to
32 m below ground. The upper confining layer is ruptured within the recharge
zone and also from Appleby northwards, providing a hydraulic connection with
the overlying Appleby Gravel aquifer. Highest yields in the ucA have been
obtained along the western edge of Burkes Bank.
Recharge occurs from the Wairoa River via the Appleby Gravel and in winter
from the Hope aquifers via the gravel fans. The latter source is confirmed by
high nitrate-nitrogen levels measured in the UCA (Fenemor, lggT) and by thã
flow directions derived from a winter piezometric survey.

Pumpage from the UcA is for irrigation and household supply. During the
suntmer of 1982-83, about 33 irrigation wells were using this aquifer, irrigâting
150 ha. Regional surtmer drawdowns currently average abóut + m in ttre
centre of the aquifer, but recovery is rapid after the end of the irrigation
season.

2.4

LOWER COIIFINED AQUIFER

The l-ower confined Aquifer (LcA) is lithologically similar to the upper
confined Aquifer. It extends from the wairoa Gorge in a more easiérty

I
directior¡ to beyond the entrance to the Waimea Inlet east of Rabbit Island. It
ranges from 30 to 50 m deep, and is recharged near the Wairoa Gorge and in
winter from the gravel fans which also recharge the UCA from the eastern
hills.

Irrigation is the major water use from the LCA with 25 irrigation wells in use
during 1982-83. In additiorU the municipal water supply for the town of
Richmond is pumped from a line of four wells along the coast and a single well
inland near Appleby. Municipal pumpage is approximately 40Vo of totaL
sunrmer pumpage, which in January 1983 reach ed 1751 s-1. Regional summer
drawdowns of up to 10 m have been recorded but the aquifer has always
recovered to a winter equilibrium before the following summer.

Until 1983, little was known about the nature of the LCA beneath the Waimea
Inlet and it was feared that summer drawdowns, which reduced the aquifer
head to below mean sea level, might cause sea rvater intrusion into the aquifer.
Irrigation pumpage was restricted through rationing during the summers of
198G81 and 1981-82" Exploratory drilling by the Nelson Regional Water
Board located the LCA on both Bells and Rabbit Islands, confirming the
seaward extension of the fresh water aquifer. Fears of sea water intrusion

were therefore moderated and the Regional Water Board decided not to
implement rationing during the drought of 1982-83. No sea water intrusion has
yet been detected. However, nitrate-nitrogen levels in both exploratory wells
were much lower than beneath the plains and tritium dating identified the
water as very old, indicating minimal throughflow at the islands.

At

present, the Nelson Regional Water Board is not allowing further
exploitation of the LCA However, extraction from the aquifer is no longer
permitted within the Waimea East Irrigation Scheme area and this may allow
further exploitation of the aquifer elsewhere"
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TIIE COMPUTER MODEL

3.1

MODEL SELECTION

A host of general groundwater flow models is cited in the literature, each
written with different applications in mind. project time can be saved by
selecting and modiffing an existing model rather than developing a special
purpose one from the governing equations of groundwater flow.

Major considerations in selecting a groundwater model include (Bachmat er
al., L978):

1

The purpose of the model, be

it

prediction, parameter identification,

management or data manipulation.

2

The water system to be modelled, whether groundwater alone or
groundwater and surface water.

3

The management task addressed by the model

:

water

supply,

contamination or subsidence.

4

The level of spatial detail, i.e. lumped or distributed parameters; and,
distributed, one-, two- or three-dimensional.

if

The objectives of this study showed that the model would be required to aid
management decisions on water supply and that river interaction would be an
important component. The Waimea groundwater system is reasonably well
defined geologically and hydrologically, so a deterministic, i.e. physically based,
model seemed appropriate. Initially a vertically coupled one-dimensional
('slice') model was proposed, but this would not have allowed alternative areal
pumpage strategie to be simulated. The Technical Advisory Group to the
Nelson Regional Water Board supported the development of an areal model
which could simulate the interactions between the two confined aquifers and
the overlying unconfined aquifers, because management strategies applied to
one aquifer are likely to have an impact on the behaviour of the other aquifers.
The three-dimensional finite difference USGS model by Trescott et al. (1976),
with amendments (Trescott and l-arson, 1976), was chosen because it is
efficient, well tested and documented.
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3.2

MODEL FRAMEWORK

3.2.L Mathematical basis
The basic equation for groundwater flow is the diffusion equation:

V.(rVh) = t

#*q

(1)

where
h is piezometric head [L]

T is aquifer transmissivity [Lz 1t1
S is

aquifer storativity [dimensionless]

t is time [T]
q is a recharge or discharge term [L

f-t1

and V is the vector operator, equivalent in three
dimensions to:

îå. îir. îL
When applied to any particular aquifer system with specified initial head
conditions, and specified flow or head conditions at the aquifer boundaries,
equation (1) represents a mathematical model of flow within that system. In
other words, once an aquifer has been quantified by measuring its boundary
heads at a given point in time, its water transmission and storage
characteristics, recharge and discharge, these parameters can be inserted in
equation (1) which is solved for h to give the time and spatially varying pattern
of heads within that aquifer. Estimating these parameters with sufficient
accuracy to give a unique head distribution is a major problem in groundwater
modelling.

Numerical methods are usually apptied to solve equation (1) although
analytical solutions are available for simple analyses such as pump tests. The
most common numerical solution method is the finite difference method. The
aquifer system is overlaid with a grid where at each node transmissivity,
storativiry, recharge-discharge and therefore head are considered uniform at
each time t. In mathematical terms, this is equivalent to describing the system
by a set of discrete points in time and space at which the partial derivatives of
equation (1) are replaced by differences between functional values. The
resulting set of simultaneous algebraic equations is solved iteratively to yield
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values of head at given points and times. The development of these finite
difference equations is, like equation (1), based on the principle of continuity
which states that inflow is always balanced by outflow plus change in storage,
and on Darcy's I¿w relating groundwater velocity to hydraulic gradient and
transmissivity.

The derivation of the finite difference equations for the heterogeneous,
isotropic system assumed in this study is detailed in Trescott (1976, equation
9). A groundwater system divided into N nodes and hence N unknown heads is
described by N finite difference equations. These equations can be solved
simultaneously by an iterative technique in which a trial solution is adjusted
progressively until it satisfies the N equations to a specified level of accuracy,
called the 'closure criterion'. Trescott uses the Strongly Implicit Procedure
(SIP) because it converges more quickly than other iterative methods, and is
less prone to oscillating heads as the solution is approached (Trescott et al.,
1e76)"

Model simulations are divided into two categories: steady-state or transient
(unsteady-state). Steady-state is an equilibrium condition for the aquifer
system. Aquifer inputs, outputs and heads do not change with time, and the
finite difference equations are solved for only one set of parameter values. In
contrast, a transient simulation includes time as a parameter and consists of a
number of pumping periods during which aquifer stresses (pumpage, recharge
and leakage) aÍe considered constant. Each period is subdivided into
timesteps and a different set of finite difference equations applies at each
timestep to detail the time-varying response to the applied stress. The
appropriate equations are formulated and solved iteratively at each timestep.
A transient simulation therefore consists of three nested procedures dividing
the simulation into periods, subdividing each period into timesteps and each
timestep into a series of iterations.

Figure 3 gives
program loops.

32.2

the structure of the model program showing these three

System components

A major element in modelling a groundwater system is the mathematical
description of system inputs and outputs. The recharge and discharge
components of each finite difference equation are represented by the term q in
equation (1). These include leakage to and from rivers, leakage between

aquifers, aquifer pumpage, and groundwater recharge from rainfall or
irrigation infiltration.
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River leakage is simulated either by assigning constant head values at river
nodes or by calculating leakage from the relative river and groundwater heads
using Darcy's I-aw. River leakage calculated at any rive¡ node (i, j) using
Darcy's Law is:

QR,,, = cR,,j (hR,,¡

-

hG,,¡)

(2)

where

j
CR,, j

= leakage through the riverbed [Lsa-t¡

QR,,

= riverbed vertical conductance [L2T-1]
riverbed conductivity

x

reach length

x width

iverbed thickness

hR,,,
hG,,,

= river head [L]
= groundwater head [L]

Iæakage between aquifers is treated in this model as quasi three-dimensional,
meaning that leakage through confining layers is assumed to occur vertically
and storage in confining layers can be ignored. These layers are not modelled
by added layers of nodes. Darry's [¿w is employed to calculate leakage
between aquifers:

QL,,

j,..L = TK, ,i,k'e AXi AYi (h,,r,r*,, - h,,r,r)

(3)

where

QL,,

j,**à

= nodal leakage between aquifers k and k+ 1 [L3T-1]

h,,¡,r*' = nodal head in aquifer k+ 1 [L]
K,,¡,r*¿ = leakance of the aquitard between layers k and k+ f [T-1]
A Xi, AYj = grid spacing in X and Y directions [L]
Recharge from rainfall and irrigation is assumed to affect only the uppermost
aquifer. The infiltration input to the model must be derived or estimated
independently, to give the following inflow due to recharge :

QL,, = r,, j

axi ÀYj

(4)

where

QL,i = nodal recharge

I,,,

[Lsa-t1

= nodal infiltration rate [LT-l]
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Pumpage is negative recharge but is specified explicitly [L3T-1]
pumped node for each pumping period.

at

each

Finally, boundary conditions also greatly affect modelled heads and flows.
Boundary conditions in this model are either constant head or constant flow.
For identification of particular boundary conditions, a negative storage
coefficient is assigned to each node defined as constant head, and a zero
transmissivity to those that are no-flow boundary nodes. Recharge wells are
assigned at constant (non-zero) flow boundaries.

3.3

MODIFICATIONS AND ADDITIONS TO THE MODEL

3.3.1 River - aquifer interaction
The Waimea River and its tributaries are a major source of recharge to the
three major aquifers and an assessment of the effect of river flows on recharge
was one objective of this study. Thus, a reasonable calibration of the riveraquifer interaction was sought. Details of that calibration process are given in
Section 4.2; or:Jy changes to the model program are described here.

In the original computer program, river head is read in for each node, and
applies for the entire simulation. To allow for the simulation of the effects of
high and low river flows, the program was modified to read in a river depth for
each simulation period. The average elevation of the riverbed is stored for
each river node and the appropriate river depth is added to give the river
surface elevation for that period and node. In the Waimea model, different
river depths are applied to the Wai-iti river nodes compared to those applied
to Wairoa-Waimea nodes, so riverbed elevations for the Wai-iti are identified
by entering them as negative numbers. The rWai-iti river depth is added to the
absolute value of these elevations, and the Wairoa-Waimea depth to the
positive elevations.

The original computer program only allowed a Darcy interaction between river
and aquifer. Special conditions for perched and dry rivers and for threshold
leakages were added to the program. A river becomes perched above the
aquifer when the aquifer head falls below the level of the riverbed. l,eakage is
no longer dependent on the difference between river and aquifer head, but on
river depth. Similarly when a river is dry, but is receiving water from the
aquifer, the river head for leakage calculations is set at riverbed level. These
mechanisms are illustrated in Figure 4.
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An improvement to the linear relationships shown in Figure 4 was proposed by
Rushton and Tomlinson (1979). They define instead an e4ponential headdependent relationship in which leakage approaches a limiting value as the
difference in heads increases. This takes the form

Q, = K, (1 - e'Kz<hn-hcl¡

(s)

but has the disadvantage that measured river and groundwater heads must be
available for a range of river flows in order to adequately define the empirical
coefficients K' and Ç. An alternative approach is to treat the river as fully
penetrating the aquifer so that river heads always equal aquifer heads, and
aquifer transmissivities control leakage to and from the river. Field evidence
suggests that this representation is only valid for certain large rivers. The
approach is also unsatisfactory because it unrealistically divides the aquifer
into two separate flow regions. For want of field data to support an alternative
mechanisnr, the linear relationships of Figure 4 have been used.
Field measurements have indicated that in some river reaches, leakage to the
aquifer approaches a constant or threshold level as river head increases.
Special checks were included in the model at those nodes so that leakage was
reset if an empirical threshold leakage was exceeded.
Provision for spring flow was added to the program. The mechanism is similar
to that for river interaction. Spring flow is linearþ related to the difference
between aquifer head and ground level but reverse spring flow into the aquifer
is not permitted in the model. Spring nodes are identified explicitly in the
Waimea model, although an identification system similar to the negative
riverbed levels assigned to Wai-iti River nodes could be implemented.

The USGS package applies a uniform river depth at all nodes and for each
entire simulation. Changes to aquifer recharge caused by changes in river flow
are not simulated, and changes in river flow caused by leakage to or from the
underþing aquifer are considered negligible. Because of the need to
investigate the effect of river abstractions on recharge and downstream flows a
program subroutine was written to include in the iterative procedure the
calculation of nodal river flows after calculating leakage at river nodes. This
process routes recorded river flows at each period downstream from the
Wairoa Gorge and both up and downstream from the Wai-iti river level
recorder. Nodal river depths are calculated for each pumping period from the
residual flow simulated at each node.
The governing equations for river head h* and river flow Qn at any given river
node n, as illustrated in Figures 4 and 5, are the following:
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River leakage QRn = Cpn (hpn-hg) for ho .

h, I perched ]
QRn = CRn (hRn - hG^) for ho > h, I interacting

QRn = Cpn (hgn - hG") for h* = h, and ho

t

]

h, I dry ]

(6)

Mass

balance

Qn = Qn-r - QRn

(7)

Flow

rating

hRn = f(Q^)

(8)

Equation (8) could have been replaced by Manning's equation for each node
but the current application did not warrant the effort required to collate the
required data on bed roughness, slope and hydraulic parameters. Instead, the
de¡ived river ratings were assumed to be stable and to apply over large reaches
of the modelled rivers.
Inputs to the river flow procedure are rated flow at the recorder node on each
river, groundwater heads at river nodes from the preceding iteration, and river
heads from the previous entry to this procedure. Stage-flow ratings can be
stored at as many nodes as they are available for, and each applies for the river
reach downstream to the next rated reach.

At the first entry to the procedure for each timestep, all river heads are
arbitrarily set at the river bed level plus river depth recorded at the
appropriate recorder node. Leakage is calculated at each node using
equations (6) and river flow to the next node is calculated from equation (7).
Calculations proceed from the recorder node downstream; however, if the
recorder is situated in the middle of a modelled river reach as is the Wai-iti
site then the calculations proceed both upstream to the model boundary and
downstream from the recorder. Confluence nodes in the Waimea model are
identified explicitly and river flows there are summed.

At the end of

each iteration, the nodal river flows are passed through the
appropriate flow-stage rating to give the revised river depths. At the next
iteration, nodal leakage is calculated from the updated river and groundwater
heads. This procedure is repeated until the greatest change in groundwater
head between iterations is less than the closure criterion. At that stage, the
river depths are also nearly constant from iteration to iteration.

Runs of the modified model showed that with this river simulator added,
convergence requires only one or two more iterations. The river flow
subroutine RIVAQ is listed in Hydrology Centre Internal Report WS 1278 as
part of the modified model program.
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Rewatering of dry nodes

The USGS model simulates an unconfined aquifer non-linearly; transmissivity
at each node is recalculated at every iteration as the product of current
saturated depth at each node and nodal hydraulic conductivity. Nodes at
which the water table falls below the base of the unconfined aquifer become
'dry' nodes in the original model, and are excluded from the model for the
remainder of the simulation.
The Hope Gravel aquifers of the Waimea Plains are an important source of
winter recharge to the confined aquifers, but often dry up completely during
summer. Hence for a simulation of several years, the model needed to be
modified so that dry nodes could rewater at the end of each summer.
Prickett and Lonnquist (1971) adopt a simple reset of aquifer head to 0.01, m
above the aquifer base when a node goes dry. The Waimea model failed to
converge when this modification was tried, because heads at some dry nodes
oscillated between being above and below the base. Test runs with larger reset
heads showed the same problem. In fact, tests of the originat USGS model
showed that the SIP solution technique can cause severe nodal head
oscillations as convergence proceeds and this can result in more nodes
becoming dry than should be at the end of that timestep (I-arson and Trescott,
1977)" An alternative rewatering procedure was to allow the head to fall below
the base and fix transmissivity while 'dry' to a low constant value. Several
nodes did rewater but the model failed to converge later in the simulation.
Recalculating transmissivity at each timestep rather than each iteration, and
allowing the head to fall below the base as above improved convergence and
did allow rewatenng. However, a comparison of unconfined heads simulated
by this model and by the original model showed differences of up to 1 m,
suggesting that the increased number of nodes going dry causes unrealistic
drawdowns elsewhere in the aquifer. More nodes go dry because
transmissiviff is reset to a constant value when the head at each node is below
the aquifer base, and this increases the drawdown at surrounding nodes.
Although it should still be possible to calibrate this adjusted model, several
alternative mechanisms were tested which allow transmissivity to change more
gradually and yet be recalculated every iteration when simulated head falls to
near or below the base of the unconfined aquifer.

An exponential decline in transmissivity was tested, equivalent to adding a
0.5 m sub-layer of decreasing conductivity with depth below the base of the
unconfined aquifer.

t9
Transmissivity was calculated as:

T = K(h-b) + 0.5K

forh-b > 0

T = 0.5 ¡ç"2{h-b)

forh-bs0

(e)

where T is calculated transmissivity, h is simulated head, K is permeability and
b is the elevation of the base of the unconfined aquifer at this node. Tests in
the model showed that for early iterations within each timestep, calculated
nodal heads fluctuate over a large range. This caused a program error because
the exponential in equation (9) approached zero. To allow convergence the
exponential relationship between T and h has to apply for a sublayer exceeding
2 m in thickness which, for this model, deviates too much from the accepted

linear relationship between the

two.

The exponential relationship

was

therefore not adopted.

The mechanism finally adopted to allow rewatering consisted of adding nvo
low permeability sub-layers, as shown in Figure 6.
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Transmissivity at each unconfined node is calculated as:

T=K(h-b)+0.5K

for h-b > 0

T = 0.08K

for-5<h-b<0

(h - b) + 0.5K

T = 0.00105K(h-b) + 0.105K for-100 < h-b

T=0

forh-b<-100

< -5

(10)

The low permeability layers have the effect of damping further drawdown
when the head falls below the base of the unconfined aquifer. Tests showed
that damped head seldom falls below the first 5 m sublayer. Unsteady
simulations with this formulation have shown it to be stable, and dry nodes do
rewater" However, convergence is slowed when large numbers of unconfined
nodes are going dry and rewatering.

33.3 Input

modifications

The subroutine NEWPER in the original USGS program was rewritten to
improve the efficiency of time-dependent data input. The original model read
pumpage and recharge as a card image for each node at each pumping period.
Data preparation was simplified by reading this data from a pre'processed file
containing for each period the current simulation time, nodal pumpages, the
fivo river depths and uniform rainfall recharge rate. The preparation of this
time-dependent data is detailed in Sections 4.2,4.3 and 4.4.

The model program was also modified to fix the number of timesteps per
pumping period to seven. This overcame the need to speciff an initial
timestep length and timestep multiplier for each period. No loss of accuracy
occurs in the simulation because the length of each pumping period is set by
the user, and can be redueed if necessary.

3.3.4 Output modifications
Output from the model was expanded to aid calibration and interpretation of
simulation data. For steady runs, the goodness-of-fit or root-mean-square
error between simulated and initial heads is now calculated for each aquifer
as:

RMS = /{t+(h"-h")rlln}

(1 1)

where ho is observed head, h" is simulated head and n is the number of nodes
within that aquifer. RMS is printed with the sums of positive and negative
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differences between simulated and initial heads for evaluating the bias in the
results of a steady run.

For transient simulations, a summary of the system water balance is printed for
each period. This lists total pumpage from each aquifer, river depths, rainfall
recharge, constant head flows for each aquifer, river leakage to and from the
unconfined aquifer, the change of storage in each aquifer and the closure or
discrepancy between sources and sinla in the water balance for the period.
Nodal river leakage and river flow are printed to an additional output file as
are dry node listings. However, the most useful method for synthesizing the
large volume of output is graphical. Plots of head against time can be
produced for up to 15 nodes by speciffing the node numbers in the data input
to the model. Transient calibration is aided by superimposing simulated head
fluctuations on the observed heads at monitored wells. Areal contour plots of
simulated head in each aquifer can be prepared for any period of interest.
Nodal heads are written to an output dataset for contouring using a standard
graphics contouring package.

3.4

RTJNNING THE MODEL

Running a simulation first requires that the user define the chosen scenario in
terms of the parameters to be changed, be they spatial (e.g. reducing
transmissivity at selected nodes), time-dependent (e.g. reducing recorded river
flows by 500 I s-1) or structural (e.g. changing the method for rewatering dry
nodes). In this model, spatial parameters such as transmissivity, riverbed levels
and storativity are stored within a single file while time-dependent data is kept
in a separate input file. The model program itself, written in the Fortran
computer language, is the third file component of the Waimea model. Once
the model is calibrated, management simulations generally only require
changes to be made to the time-dependent data file.

T*.o software

packages were developed on the IBM 3077 mainframe
computer. These allow a model simulation to be run in two main steps. The
first package comprises procedures which generate the required timedependent data inputs (pumpage, rainfall recharge and river flows) then
convert this data into the format required by the Fortran program. Changes to
the time-dependent data required for various simulations include:

-

adding or removing pumped nodes;
modi$ing pumping patterns through time;
modifying pumping rates within a specified area;
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-

imposing a regime of river abstractions;
extending the simulation in time, e.g. for a post-audit of initial results;
modify.rg the intervals between pumping periods.

These would require changes to the time-dependent data files, then the rerunning of this first package to convert the data to the appropriate format for
input.

The second package provides the operating framework for running a simulation. The user selects required simulation options from a panel displayed on
the VDU screen as shown in Figure 7.
Coi{ilAl¡D

ITAI}IEA I,IOOEL PAIIEL

=>

EIITER/VERT FY PARAI{ETERS BELOTI:
EXECUTE 0l¡ BAcKGRq.JilD (ËçK) 0R FOREGRruND (E¡EE)
Ru¡¡
=> back
TYPE => transient T0 RUX S@, TRANSIEIIT 0R CLASS I TRAI¡SIENT iIOEL
^
15
RUil N0. =>
I¡AI,IE
OF
TII,IE.DEPENDE}IT INPUT DATASET
MOdOPtKX
TIDEDA =>
ALL üJTPUT PR¡I¡TED (YES) 0R SlJl[iARY OXLY (E)
CUTPUT => no
BACKGRoUI¡D oPTlol¡ oNLY
PLoÎS REaUESTEo (IE/E).
PLOTS => yes
SELECT IIDEDA PLOTS Fffi !']9A, Ugâ, U 0R ALL AQUIFERS
llPLoTs => att
TIÍLE => catibration run rith river ftors reduced by 507

ENTER DATES FOR TIDEDA PLOTS
DATE

0N =>

ENTER END TO

Fígure 7

790801

EXIT

DATE

OFF =>

830801

PANEL

:

Options selected determine which parameters are used

in the simulation,

which datasets are allocated and the nature and destination of output from the
simulation. When the simulation has been run, the printed results and plots
can be displayed on the screen or converted to paper copy.

A detailed discussion of the technical aspects of running the Waimea model is
provided in Hydrology Centre Internal Report rWS 1278.
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PREPARATION OF INPUT DATA FOR
THE COMPUTER MODEL

The description of the aquifer system (Section 2) provides the basis for a conceptual model of the hydrogeological system. The mathematical model of this
system requires a quantification of its space and time-dependent components
including aquifer boundaries, natural recharge and discharge zones and rates,
aquifer properties, piezometric heads and pumpage. This section describes the
selection of spatial data which forms the basis for steady-state calibration. It
also covers the three major sub-models used to produce time-dependent inputs
for transient calibration, which are described in Section 5.

4.I

SPATIALDISCRETISATION

The Waimea groundwater system was modelled as a quasi three-dimensional
system consisting of three aquifers with vertical leakage in specified zones
between them. A 20 x 46 square grid with cell dimensions 487 x 487 metres
was chosen for the spatial discretisation, and was aligned with the principal
flow direction, northeast towards the coast (Figure 8). of the 2760 model
nodes, 619 are within aquifers (166 in LCA 94 in UCA 359 in UA) and hence
have non-zero transmissivity.

Two types of boundary conditions were applied : no-flow and constant head.
In the Unconfined Aquifer (UA), constant head boundaries were set across the
Wai-iti Valley at Wakefield, along the mean sea level contour in the Waimea
Inlet and at a single boundary node in the west to permit inflow from
Redwoods Valley. The Wai-iti and Redwoods Valley boundaries were placed
in zones where head fluctuations vary by less than a metre from winter to
summer. Little groundwater development has occurred upstream of these
boundaries. Other UA boundaries were no-flow and represent the base of the
foothills around the plains. As mentioned in Section 2.2.2 the Hope Aquifers
were modelled as part of the UA.
The Upper Confined Aquifer (UCA) was modelled as a smaller unit than that
described by Dicker (1980) because insufficient data were available to
characterise the leaþ zone near the coast. Instead, the northern UCA
boundary was defined by four nodes which allow leakage into the UA near
Appleby. Bore logs south of the wairoa River show that the ucA is poorly
developed so the edge of the modelled aquifer was aligned closer to the river
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it is productive. All boundary nodes in the UCA are no-flow nodes.
Recharge is by vertical leakage from the Ud some of which leaks on into the
Lower Confined Aquifer (LCA) below. Boundaries of the UCA recharge zone
are not well mapped. They were delineated so that all winter driving heads are
downwards. The UCA recharge zone includes areas recharged indirectly from
the river and from the eastern hills via the Hope aquifers.

where

The Lower confined Aquifer (LcA) has a similar shape to the ucA but
extends through the Waimea Inlet beyond Rabbit Island. A constant head
boundary was set arbitrarily 4 km northeast of the Rabbit Island well. The
western edge of the LCA was redefined, because bore logs showed it to consist
only of marker beds in that area. At the southern end of the LCA, the recharge
zone was defined over a similar region to the UCA zone. This initial
conceptual model of the LCA was later modified during calibration to include
a discharge zoÍre within the Waimea Inlet and constant head nodes along the
eastern hills boundary.

The Wairoa, Wai-iti and Waimea rivers and springs feeding Neimans and
Pearl Creek springs were represented by the nearest nodes along their course.
Initial riverbed levels were derived by interpolating between the lowest points
on cross-sections surveyed in 1978 and 1982 by the Nelson Catchment Board.
Spring levels were set at surveyed ground levels.
The base of the UA was discretised from a contour map drawn from bore logs
(Dicker, 1980) and extended to the Wai-iti Valley using more recent bore logs
and resistivity surveys. For the unmapped Hope aquifers the base was placed
below the bottom of existing wells, generally between 12 and 15 m below
ground level.

The contoured piezometric levels for August 1978 were extrapolated to the
modelled aquifer boundaries, along with the few measured transmissivity and
storativity data and used for model calibration. However, for early runs of the
modified model, constant transmissivity and storativity data averaged from
pump test analyses for each aquifer were used.
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RMR-AQUIFER TI\TERACTTON

The rivers are an important source of recharge for the unconfined aquifer and
indirectly for the two confined aquifers also. To simulate various water
management options, the calibrated model must be able to reproduce
approximately the gauged losses and gains in flow, and aquifer response to
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flood and drought conditions. The model of river-aquifer interaction
initially set up and calibrated

as a sub-model

was

to the groundwater simulator.

Considerable data of varied accuracy is available on losses and gains in flow
within the Waimea River and its tributaries. Stage has been recorded at the
Wairoa Gorge since 1957 and gaugings have allowed the derivation of stageflow ratings. Stage has been recorded for the Wai-iti River at Brightwater
Bridge since 1976 blut ratings are less accurate than for the rüairoa River.
Gauging series downriver, particularly in the Wairoa and Waimea Rivers were
carried out as early as 1960, mainly during periods of summer low flow. An
analysis of this data indicates consistent flow losses from the Wairoa Gorge to
Bryants Lane (Figure 1). Inwest river flows occur near Challies Island on the
Waimea River during dry summers. The Wai-iti River is frequently dry in its
lower reaches in summer.

A

comparison of riverbed elevations with UA heads contoured across the
rivers showed that the head differences driving leakage are likely to be small.
This is confirmed by plots of river flow with distance downriver for selected
loss gaugings done since 1975 (Figure 9) which show considerable variability in
leakage rates and direction (gain/loss). Thus, the initial calibration of the
river leakage aimed at matching local leakage rates and directions by assuming
river depth constant for each river (Wairoa-Waimea and Wai-iti) and adjusting
river bed elevations and conductance coefficients. UA heads measured in
piezometric surveys conducted in April and August 1978 were plotted and
contoured for wells within about 1 km of each river. Data wÍN sparse at nodes
farthest upstream in both rivers. The two sets of UA levels along the rivers
provided an approximate envelope of winter and summer levels as shown in
Figure 10 for the Wairoa-Waimea River. Riverbed levels could then be
adjusted to match the directions of leakage for the two best gauging series
within the calibration years 1979-82 (17 November 1980 and 18 March 1981).
These are not shown in Figure 9 because they were medium flow gaugings.
Allowing a gauging error of tZ%o of the flows it proved impossible to match the
directions of loss on a node-by-node basis. By using instead five reaches within
the Wairoa-Waimea River (Figure 10) and two for the Wai-iti River and
assuming a gauging error of. +SVo, it was possible to match gauged losses and
gains, but nodal riverbed adjustments of up to 1.5 m were necessary. The
difficulty with this calibration highlighted the inadequacy of the field data for
such a sensitive model.

To clariff the leakage

mechanism, the Nelson Regional Water Board in
and March 1983 conducted two comprehensive series of loss
gaugings with simultaneous piezometric surveys. Wells adjacent to the rivers
were dipped on the same day as loss gaugings were performed. Pool levels in

October

1.982
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Gauged flow variations down the Wairoa and
Waimea Rivers

the riffle-and-pool system were

surveyed

for

comparison

with

adjacent

piezometric levels.

The survey confirmed that on a reach-by-reach basis, gauged losses and gains
in flow are matched by relative river and groundwater heads. This in turn
confirmed the validity of interpolating UA heads beneath the riverbed from
UA heads on each side of the rivers. The measurements also indicated the
importance of riffles and pools in causing flow losses, and gains respectively. A
significant proportion of flow is lost at the top of a riffle to emerge as a gain in
the pool downstream. Hence, for modelling purposes losses and gains should
in future be taken over longer reaches and gaugings should be carried out in
morphologically similar parts of each pool downriver.
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Figure

10:

Gauged down-river losses .ar-rd gqiql for calibration of
river - aquifer interaction (A and C) with bed level
adjustments required for an adequate calibration (B).

To compare river response downriver in the Wairoa and Waimea rivers with
Gorge stage, two water level recorders were installed. The first was at Bryants
I-ane, the end of the confined aquifer recharge zone (site 57514), and the
second near Challies Island on the Waimea River where the lowest suÍrmer
flows occur (site 57515). The recorders operated from October 1982 to N.day
1983, during which time five gaugings were done at each site to derive
approximate low flow ratings. The Wai-iti River was dry at its confluence for
much of this period. Using the ratings, it was possible to derive approximate
linear relationships between Gorge flow Qn and Bryants flow Qo or Challies
flow Q. (Hydrology Centre Internal Report WS 846):
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Qu = 0.68 Qs - 69

for 1000 s Qn s 60001
Q" =

0.49

(t2)

r2 = 0.63

(13)

12

=

s-1

0.62Qs-624
for 1000 S Q, S 15001s'l

These equations do not take any account of the influence of groundwater
levels on river flows, hence the poor correlations, though they do provide a
check on river leakage calculated by the model.
Given the improved accuracy of the October 7982 and March 1.983 river data,
and the water level records downriver, it was decided to use these two surveys
to improve the calibration of river-aquifer interaction.

The stage-flow ratings derived at Bryants and Challies were inserted in the
model for calculating the changing river depth downstream (Section 3.3.1).
The Bryants rating applied from the Gorge to Challies, and the Challies rating
downstream of there. At the Gorge, the 1982 flow rating was adopted as the
'model rating' for transient simulations, and all river stages for other rating
periods were standardised by calculating flow with the given rating, then
applying the inverse of the 1982 rating. This procedure removes the effects of
bed changes by fixing the zero of the rating for the entire period of record.
For calibration of the river sub-model, riverbed levels and conductance were
further adjusted during steady state runs with underlying UA heads fixed at
values interpolated from the piezometric surveys. Simulated nett losses and
gains were matched to measured losses and gains over four reaches in the
wairoa-waimea River: Gorge to Bryants, Bryants to Challies, challies to
Appleby Bridge, and from the bridge to the coast. Below the bridge, gauged
gains in flow were not matched by the observed head differences, perhaps
because of tidal effects and increasing flows during two day gauging series.
The objectives of the calibration were to achieve a reasonable steady-state UA
calibration along the rivers, and using the transient calibration to match
gauged flows downriver for the October and March gaugings with realistic well
responses to floods and low flows. These requirements were met, as illustrated
in Figure 33, and discussed in Section 5.3.3.

The Wai-iti River interaction proved easier to calibrate because the many
gauging series showed leakages consistent with one another, and the river was
frequently perched above the UA groundwater. The river was divided into
three reaches : Wakefield to Spring Grove, Spring Grove to the Brightwater
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Gauged flow variations down the Wai-iti River (from Dicker, 1983)
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recorder (site 57504) and Brighnvater to the Wairoa confluence (Figure 11).
The October t982 and March 1983 surveys defined the nodal riverbed levels.
The Wai-iti was dry apart from odd pools during the March survey, so the
surveyed pool levels were adopted as riverbed levels for each node.

Wai-iti riverbed conductances C* were calculated from equations (6) assuming
a river depth equal to that at the Brighnvater recorder, standardised to the
1979 stage-flow rating. For the perched lower reach to the confluence, the
depth at the recorder was plotted for each of the gaugings against the flow loss
over that reach, as shown in Figure 12. The linear trend indicates that bed
conductance remains constant as flow increases. A regression gave a bed
conductance of 0.95 m2s'1 at each of the four nodes in the reach. Gauged
losses never appear to exceed 700 I s-l so a maximum leakage of 175 I s-1 was
also assigned at each node. Steady-state calibration supported this constraint.

For the middle reach, no gaugings were available for October 1982, but
because the flow at the Brightwater recorder was close to that measured
during the gauging series of 24 September 1975, flow losses for that date were
assumed to apply. Total gain in the reach was 137 I s-1 and mean head
difference between river and aquifer 680 mm, which gave abed conductance of
0.20 m2s-1. Similar calculations for the perched conditions of February 1964
and January 1979 gave bed conductances of 0.44 and 0.68 m2s-1 respectively.
Steady-state calibration suggested that the adopted value of 0.26 m2s-1 was
reasonable.

For the upper reach, few gaugings have been done, but losses are small when
the nver is perched. Similarly for higher flows, gains are small. The river is
flowing over relatively impermeable clay-bound gravel along the side of the
valley in this reach, which supports the low observed leakages. A low bed
conductance of 0.17 m2s-1 was adopted" It was not necessary to change ehosen
conductance and riverbed levels in the Wai-iti River during later transient
calibration.
Calibration of the river-aquifer interaction was time consuming. The problems
of modelling river-aquifer interaction in an alluvial system can be summarised
as follows:

(a)

Small differences between river and underlying groundwater heads
make leakage very sensitive to small changes in heads, and necessitate
acq¡rate field measurements.

(b)

Aquifer heads beneath rivers cannot be measured easily, but must
generally be interpolated from heads measured on each side of the
rivers; indeed, on a local scale the head-dependent mechanism is
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probably not valid because flow occurs along preferred, non-vertical
routes.

(c)

Aquifer heads are not known for the dates of most loss gaugings so they
must be estimated from previous surveys.

(d)

Riverbed elevation and conductance are assumed constant with time,
whereas freshes change bed permeability and in the longer term, crosssection shape and location.

(e)

Each modelled river node represents about 500 m of river so selection
of a physically realistic riverbed level and water depth can be difficult;
riffles and pools can have a marked local effect on leakage.

(Ð

The adopted linear head-dependent leakage mechanism over a full
node width may not be an adequate representation of field behaviour;
fluctuating wetted perimeter, for example, may be a significant factor in
controlling leakage through a riverbed.

(g)

Flow gaugings are usually conducted during periods of low flow so that
river depths for different gauging series are very similar. Calibration
would be easier if accurate gaugings at different flow levels were
available.

4.3

RAINFALL AND IRRIGATION RECHARGE

The Unconfined Aquifer of the Waimea Plains is recharged not only by river
leakage, but also by seepage of excess rainfall and irrigation water through the
soil profile. Recharge from rainfall and irrigation occurs when the soil
moisture store overfills or through preferred pathways (macropores) in the
soil. Recharge from irrigation results particularly from uneven application of
water to crops. Unfortunately the real amount of recharge reaching the water
table is difficult to measure, and spatial variability of recharge further
complicates field estimates. Thus the calibration of any recharge model is
difficult.

A

host of different infiltration models has been developed, though their
application is frequently limited by a lack of field measurements of the
required soil properties. The more sophisticated models are solutions to the
Philip or Richards equations (Philip, 1969; Richards, 1931) in which the water
content within the soil profile is calculated at each time of interest. Some
models such as the 'Système Hydrologique Européen' (e.g. Abbott et a1.,1986)
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provide finite difference solutions to those equations for multi-layered soils,
requiring input data on the variability of hydraulic conductivity with depth in
the soil matrix. Simpler models use a water balance accounting procedure in
which recharge occurs once the soil moisture store is filled beyond field
capacity, and evapotranspiration demands have been met. These models treat
the soil block as a single layer or the accounting procedure is applied to each
of several superimposed layers for which water extraction by plant roots occurs
at variable rates dependent on depth and current soil moisture content (e.g.
Calder et aL,1983).

All the above models calculate drainage with time through a one-dimensional
soil profile" In most groundwater models, recharge occurs at every node in the
surficial aquifer and spatial variability of recharge must be taken into account.
Spatial variability is due to variability in applied rainfall and irrigation,
variability in plant grpe (affecting transpiration), variability in the local
atmospheric energy balance (affecting evaporation) and variability in soil
properties including moisture characteristics and depth.
The lack of detailed crop and soil data for the Waimea Plains meant that a
water balance approach, in which a mean recharge depth is calculated for
every UA node in the model was the most appropriate. Drainage was
calculated sequentially from day to day:

DRAIN = (RAIN

where

+ IRRIG)-AET-

AS

(14)

DRAIN = drainage to the water table [L]

RAIN = daily rainfall [L]
IRRIG = daily irrigation depth [L]

AET = actual evapotranspiration
A

[L]

S = increase in soil moisture to field capacity [L]

The soil moisture accounting procedure was begun in winter when the soil is
assumed to be at field capacity. The components of this equation are discussed
individually below.

4.3.1 Rainfall
Rainfall from sites around the Waimea Plain is summarised in Table 1. The
correlations between the sites show that in general the same storm pattern
affects all of the plains. Rainfall recorded ar Densem's (site 133110) within the
Waimea East Irrigation Scheme since October 1979 was chosen as
representative of rainfalls over the plains. Daily rainfall at this site was
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synthesized backrvards in time using a regression between 9am daily rainfall at
Densem's and daily rainfall at Brightwater (site l33l12) for November 1979 to
April 1982:

RAI\

= 0.89 RAINB + 0.015

Where gaps occurred

mm

12

(1s)

= 0.97

in the Brightwater record, the following regression

between Densem's and Moutere rainfall (site 133014) was used:

RAI\

= 0.81 RAI\ + 0.196

mm f

(16)

= 0.94

Initially, Densem's daily rainfall was used as input to the recharge model given
by equation (14), but during transient calibration of the groundwater moàel a
better fit benveen simulated and observed well behaviour was achieved for the
Wai'iti Valley by using an average daily rainfall for four sites: Appleby (site

l32L0L), Densem's (133110), wakefield (134004) a¡d Nelson Airport
(132202). This allowed some recharge to occur for occasional storms confined

to the southern hills around Wakefield.

Table 1 :

Daily rainfall statistics, October 1979 - April 1g82,Waimea Plains

Aþort

Site

Site No.

Rabbit

Is.

Appleby

Densem Moutere

t32LL0

132101

133110

ß3p

4

Brightwater

Wake-

L33tO2

t3/0f,4

field

Map Ref.
s20:

NZMS1

581266

50829s

465n6

505180

443188

4931æ

42214L

Recorded

D"ily

Daily

Daily

6-minute

6-minute

Daily

Daily

859

90L

870

980

967

1036

83

67

7l

83

88

93

Annual Mean 901mm
Max.

Daily

57 mm

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS r

Airport
Rabbit Is.
Appleby
Densem
Moutere

Brightrvater

Wakefield

1.0

0.69
0.94
0.91
0.88
0.91
0.85

1.0

0.78
0.75
0.76
0.74
0.72

1.0

0.95

1.0

0"95

0.94
0.97
0.9L

0.95
0.90

1.0

0.94
0.93

1.0

0.92

1.0
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4.32

Evapotranspiration

The parameter AET in equation (1a) represents the combined effects of
evaporation from plant and soil surfaces and transpiration of the crop in the
zone of interest. Actual evapotranspiration is usually calculated as an
empirical function of reference or potential evapotranspiration, PET.
Potential evapotranspiration is defined as the evapotranspiration from a short
green crop with an unlimited supply of water (Doorenbos and Pruitq 1977). lt
can be calculated from climatic measurements using the Penman or PriestleyTaylor equations. The Penman equation is considered the more accurate
method, while the Priestley-Taylor method replaces the Penman wind function
by an empirical constant (Coulter, 1973). In New Zealand, the PriestleyTaylor method is widely accepted because it only requires measurements of
radiation as input" In areas with high wind run, the method is likely to be less
reliable. An alternative is to estimate PET from measured pan evaporation,
although there is no standard relationship between the two.

On the Waimea Plains, monthly Penman and Priestly-Taylor evapotranspiration have been calculated at Nelson Airport, using an approximation for the
wind function in the Penman equation because of the absence of a wind
reeorder (NZ Met. Service, pers. coÍrm.). At the DSIR Research Orchard at
Appleby, daily pan evaporation has been recorded since 1972. Instead of
calculating daily Airport Penman or Priestly-Taylor PET from climate data,
daily PET was calculated using the good relationship established between
monthly pan evaporation and Penman or Priestly-Taylor PET at Appleby.
Because simulation intervals used in the groundwater model were generally
much longer than 1 day, loss of accuracy through using the monthly regression
was considered minimal. Annual statistics and correlations are given in Table
2" The correlation was highest between pan evaporation and Penman PET (r
= 0.98) and the following regression equation for daily Penman PET was
derived:

PENM = 0.79 PAN - 0.005 mm

(17)

Potential evapotranspiration is referenced to a short green crop. For other
crop combinations it is usually modified by an empirical crop factor derived
from crop leaf area and other crop characteristics at various times in the
growing season. In some models, for example for irrigation scheduling, crop
coefficients are adjusted according to the stage of growth. In this study afea,
crop g¡pes are constantly changing and the number of different crops grown is
high. It would be impractical to estimate growth stage coefficients especially
for calculating a mean daily recharge depth. However, the Nelson Regional
Water Board did carry out a crop gpe survey over the Waimea Plains during
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Table 2 :

Monthly evapotranspiration statistics, December I97 | - l:s'day
1981: Appleby pan evaporation, Airport Penman PET and
Airport Priestley-Taylor PET.

Pan

Annual Mean
Max. Monthly

1295

mm

239 mm

Penman

PriestleyTaylor

850
178

680
150

CORRELATIONCOEFFICIENTS r
Pan
Penman
Priestley-Taylor

1.0
0.98

1.0

0.97

0.99

1.0

1979 and it was possible to derive composite monthly crop coefficients on the
basis of the known percentages of each crop. Crop coefficients derived from
MAF 'Aglink' bulletins and Doorenbos and Pruitt (1977) were used to derive
the weighted average coefficients given in Table 3. Winter coefficients were
estimated using coefficients for bare soil and short green grass, although these
would have little effect on winter AET which is low anway. The crop
coefficients (Table 3) enabled calculation of a composite PET as:

PETC =

Table 3 :

Cc xPET

(18)

Weighted average crop coefficients C" for calculation of actual
evapotranspiration, Waimea Plains

Jan
Feb

0.98
0.94

Jul
Aug

0.65
0.68

Mar
Apr

0.90
0.85
0"70
0.68

Sept

0.79
0"90
0.95
0.98

May
Jun

Oct
Nov
Dec
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Actual evapgtranspiration is known to equal PETC only when water is
available in the soil profile. Soil water becomes limiting when the moisture
content approaches wilting point, causing AET to decrease (Denmead and
Shaw, L962). Various forms of choking function applied to PET have been
proposed (e.g. Jensen et aL (1971), Hants (1974), Rickard and Fitzgerald
(1979)). A function described by Smart (1977) and verified for some
Canterbury crops was adopted:

AET = pETC Fffi

for SMD > DISP

AET

for SMD s DISP

where AET
PETC
FC

SMD
DISP

wHc

= PETC

(le)

= actual evapotranspiration [L]
= composite evapotranspiration [L]
= field capacity of soil [L]
= soil moisture deficit [L]
= 'displacement' WHC ll.5 PET
= water holding capacity of soil [L]

A comparison of Appleby pan evaporation and actual evapotranspiration AET
calculated from equation (19) is shown in Figure 13.

4.3.3. Soil characteristics

Water storage and transmission characteristics aÍe assumed reasonably
constant within any particular soil type. The characteristic required for the
model given by equation (1a) is water holding capacity, the depth of water able
to be stored between pennanent wilting point and field capacity. Chittenden.
et aL (1966) have described the soils of the Waimea Basin, but little work has
so far been conducted on their water-holding properties, except for soils within
the Waimea East Irrigation Scheme. It was expected that variability of soil
water holding capacity between different soil types would be the greatest cause
of variability in recharge.
Using Chittenden's descriptions of each soil, four soil groups, each with similar
hydraulic properties were adopted (Table 4). Water-holding capacities for
Ranzau and Richmond soils were measured by MAF within the Waimea East
Irrigation Scheme. For the Waimea and Motupiko soils, estimates provided by
DSIR Soil Bureau and MAF were used. The average soil depth of 600 mm
assumed in deriving the water holding capacities is an average of the rooting

E
E
_-@

!

o

Figure 13

:

Daily pan evaporation (PAN) (unshaded) and calculated actual
evapotranspiration (AET) (shaded) at Appleby, August 1981 - July 1983.

(¡)

\o
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depths for the crops surveyed by the Nelson Regional Water Boa¡d (SANZ,
1973). Table 4 shows that deeper parts of the soil profile (where it grades into
UA gravel) have a low water holding capacity. Measurements of soil moisture
changes within plant root systems also indicate that little water extraction
occurs from the deeper part of the root system (McAneney and Judd, 1983; M.
Trought, pers. comm.). The overall water holding capacities given in Table 4
are low, indicating that groundwater recharge would occur through these soils
under relatively low rainfalls.
Table 4 :
Soil

Waimea Plains soil groups and their water holding properties
Soil types

gfouP

Area

Stones

Water-holding capacity (mm)

(ha)

(vo)

00.3

Ranzau

Motupiko

m

0.3-

0-

0.45

0.6

m

m

Ranzau

?ß9t

Æ

?ß.1+ 8.7*

38

Dovedale,Motupiko

1¿108

25**

45

r4.5

6

U7

9't

93'l

29.6*

130

æ80

0*+

54

16.5

78

Braeburn

Wakatu

Richmond

Richmond,

Waimea

Waimea

* MAP measurements

** MAF estimates

Water-holding capacities shown as italic were those used in the sub-model

In other studies of rainfall recharge the accounting procedure of equation (14)
has been shown to be deficient on two counts. Firstly, it fails to predict
recharge from intense surrmer rainfalls when a water table response does in
fact occur. In sueh c¿Nes, equation (14) predicts only a drop in soil moisture
defÏcit. Secondly, recharge is expected to occur instantaneously in the piston
model whereas the response can occur over days after rainfall whether there is
a soil moisture deficit or not. The response is non-linear and may include
initial 'rapid recharge' as illustrated in Figure 14 for Johnston's well (site
1331016) in the Hope Aquifers. (This well is the only UA monitoring well on
the Waimea Plains unaffected by river recharge.)
Rapid recharge by preferential flow through soil macropores has been cited in
previous studies (e.g. Rushton and Ward, 1979) as the reason for the poor
performance of soil moisture accounting models. Rushton and Ward revised
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their recharge model to allow a portion of the applied rainfall to bypass the
soil matrix and reach the water table directly as rapid recharge. Rapid flow
through soil macropores has been verified for many types of soils under a
range of climatic conditions by measuring tritium and chloride concentrations
within the soil profile and at the water table (e.g. Hendry, 1983; Sharma and
Hughes, 1935). The macropores which transmit such rapid recharge are
generally formed by soil fauna, plant roots, dessication or chemical fissures and
eroded soil pipes (Beven and Germann, 1982). In detailed catchment studies,
rapid recharge has been observed primarily during intense rainfalls (e.g.
Germann, 1981).

The hydrographs from Johnston's well (site 1331016) indicated that rapid
recharge at that site was about 57 Vo of applied rainfall for daily rainfalls
exceeding 17 mm (Hydrology Centre Internal Report WS 866). However,
there is some doubt whether this well is truly unconfined; if the aquifer here is
semi-confined, the rapid recharge phenomenon is still valid, but the percentage
calculated would be over-estimated. For the heavier soils the Percentage of
recharge as rapid recharge is probably less. A test of the recharge model of
equation (14) incorporating 57Vo rapid recharge for daily rainfalls exceeding 1,7
mm showed excessive soil moisture deficits extending into winter. A smaller
percentage of.20Vo for daily rainfalls exceeding 15 mm was adopted, compared
with Rushton's value of 75Vo. The timing of the aquifer response to rainfall
and irrigation recharge was addressed during calibration of the recharge model
(Section 4.3.5).

4.3.4 lrrigation
Recharge from irrigation applications arises from inefficiencies in application
and inhomogeneities in the soil matrix. Most irrigation on the Waimea Plains
is applied by sprinkler systems including travelling BütrS, side-roll irrigators and
more recently by trickle.and microjet systems. Sprinkler systems do not apply
water uniformty so in order to fill the soil moisture store in areas of lighter
application, other areas receive an excessive amount of irrigation, some of
which infîltrates to groundwater. Recent research on stony soils also indicates
considerable throughflow from trickle irrigation emitters (M. Trought, pers.
comm.).

Irrigation patterns and techniques are constantly changing on the Waimea
Plains so estimation of recharge from irrigation applications on a spatial basis
was impossible. Instead, it was assumed that a percentage of applied irrigation
infiltrates to the water table. The 1983 Regional Water Board suniey of
irrigators indicated that approximately 25Vo of the model area was irrigated.
Assuming an average application rate of 0.4 I s-1 Qa mm/per week) based on
measured irrigation applications for a small group of farmers (N. Tyson, pers.

v
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comm.), an average application rate over the entire modelled area would be
0.1 I s-1ha-l or about 1 mm day-1 for every day of the irrigation season from
October to March in-clusive. This was applied as IRRIG in equation (14) with
20vo (0.2 mm day-1) recharging the uA directly, since the manner of water
application is akin to intense rainfall.

4.3.5 Calibration of recharge model
For each of the four soil groups (Table 4) the recharge model described above
was run on a daily basis beginning in August 1972. The calculated daily
rechargle for the four soils was weighted according to the percentage of each
soil group over the UA area to give a composite recharge depth to be applied
at every UA node in the model. Figure 15 shows daily soil moisture deficit and
drainage to groundwater generated by the model for the period 1981 to 1983
with the rainfall input superimposed. Direct calibration of this model was
impossible because of a lack of field data on soil moisture flux or
measurements of recharge. Nevertheless, this type of model has been proven
valid for Canterbury climatic conditions by comparing measured with
simulated soil moisture levels (Smart, 1983). An indirect check of the
calculated recharge is provided by comparing simulated with observed
response of the groundwater model at observation wells. Transient calibration
runs gave an overly peaky well response to storm events, a phenomenon
described in Section 4.3.3. A better response was achieved by smoothing each
recharge event over the day of the event and subsequent four days, in the
following proportions:
Day

1

45Vo

2

25Vo

3

15%o

4

70Vo

5

5Vo

This averaging produced smoother hydrograph peaks and a better match in
time of simulated and observed peaks. A sensitivity analysis was carried out to
assess the likely accuracy of the recharge model.

4.3.6 Sensitivity of recharge model
The composite daily recharge depths calculated above are the same as those
calculated for a single water-holding capacity of 70 mm. For the sensitivity
analysis, that model was considered the standard, and deviations in total
drainage and number of days when drainage occurred were compared when
inputs or the structure of the model itself was changed (Table 5).
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Composite drainage to UA and soil moisture deficit calculated tl{ru rainfall
rechârge model, w:ith rainfall superimposed, August 1981 - July 1983
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Simulations were carried out for the period from L972 to L982 inclusive when
mean annual rainfall was 891 mm and the mean annual number of rain-days
was 121. Simulated annual rainfall and irrigation recharge averaged 52Vo of.
mean annual rainfall, but varied between 50Vo and 70Vo. Ten different
sensitivity runs are described in Table 5. The three layer model (run I) is
based on a model by Calder et aL (1983) in which the AET choking function is
less severe than for the Waimea recharge model. This model and the
computer listing of the basic recharge model are documented in Hydrology
Centre Internal Report WS 982.

Table

5:

Sensitivity analysis of rainfall and irrigation recharge model,
January 1972 - January 1983

annual
(mm)

Sensitivity

Mean

run

recharge

Standard
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J

(RAIN + 9.5Vo)
(RArN -e.SVo)
(IRR = 0)
(WHC = 38 mm)
(WHC = 130 mm)
(AET + ?ßVo)
(AET = 0.7 PAN)
(C" = 1)

(Calder Model)
(Macropores = 0)

Percent difference Mean annual no.
in recharge compared of recharge days
to standard run

ß5
539

3y2
398
509
400
472
437

78

+

-

L6Vo

I6Vo

l4Vo

+

9Vo

82
67

399

- l4Vo
- TlVo
- 6Vo
- I4Vo

639

+ 37%

70
73
67
83

lVo

74

ßI

-

Full description of each sensitivity run:

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J

86
69
73

Rain + standard deviation of surrounding stations (9.5Vo).
Rain - standard deviation of surrounding stations (9.5%).
No irrigation recharge.
Water holding capacity 38 mm (Ranzau group; 547a of standard)
Water holding capacity 130 mm (Richmond group; 186% of standard).
Actual evapotranspiration + ?lVu
AET = 0.7 x PAN, but still including choking function (equation 19).
No crop factors, but remaining AET calculations as before.
Three layer model instead of choking function.
No rapid recharge.
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The recharge model sensitivity runs indicate that:
(a)

Annual recharge is linearly related to annual rainfall. This confirms the
major contribution of heavy rainfalls to recharge.

(b)

The inclusion of irrigation recharge through the summer increases total
recharge because it reduces soil moisture deficit and hastens the return
to field capacity in the autumn.

(c)

Annual recharge is almost linearly related to water holding capacity. A
\Ùvo increase in water holding capacity reduces mean annual recharge
by approximately 1,.7 5 Vo.

(d)

Recharge is sensitive to variations in actual evapotranspiration and
hence to the method by which AET is estimated. This confirms similar
work by Howard and Lloyd (1979) who found the evaporation estimate
to be the most significant variable in their soil moisture model.

(e)

The structure of the model is important. The three layer Calder model
gave significantly more recharge, because less rainfall and irrigation is
lost as AET. Selection of the 'best' model would require calibration
using soil moisture data.

(Ð

The inclusion of 20Vo rupid recharge from rainfall'increases the number
of days of recharge, but has little effect on annual recharge totals.

4.4"4 Pumpageestimation
One of the primary functions of the groundwater model is to simulate the
effect of pumpage on aquifer heads. To do this satisfactorily and therefore
adequately assess the effects of future pumpage, existing abstractions must be
measured or estimated, both areally and temporally. Pumpage is difficult to
measure because so many pumps must be monitored. Accepted methods for
assessing pumpage from each well include direct measurement using flow
meters, or indirect measurements either by rating power consumption to the
volume pumped or by simply calculating crop water requirements via a water
budget and assuming these requirements are met by pumpage (e.g. Frenzel,
1e8s).

in 1979 that the Lower
Confined Aquifer was stressed, required all LCA users to install water meters.
During the summers of 1979-80 and 1980-81, these users recorded meter
readings, crop type and area irrigated every time their pumps were used.
Subsequently only weekly meter readings were required. The data collected
gave al indication of water application rates for various crops and allowed
The Nelson Regional water Board, recognising

V

v

v
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total weekly pumpage from the LCA to be monitored. pumpage data is most
accurate in the middle of the irrigation season, especially during dry summers,
because users were often reminded of the need to supply the information.
Data at the beginning of each irrigation season and for the first two summers is
less accurate because some users had not purchased water meters. Pumpage
by Richmond Borough for urban supply has been recorded on two Kent chart
recorders since their LCA wells were installed in 1966-68. The impact of LCA
pumpage on aquifer heads is illustrated in Figure L6. Irrigation pumpage
reaches a peak each summer over the more uniform municipal pumpage.
Apart from Waimea County public supplies from the UAo remaining pumpage
from the UA and UCA must be estimated. An irrigator survey during the
1982-83 surnmer, identified the wells currently used for irrigation and the land
area nonnally irrigated from each well. Given the pumpage database for the
LcA it was possible to estimate pumpage at unmetered wells. weekly
pumpage was initially correlated with rainfall, the number of drought days and
soil moisture deficit calculated from equation (14), but none of the
correlations showed a significant relationship between pumpage and climatic
factors. It is likely that irrigation continues during periods of light rain and
that each farmer's subjective assessment of crop water requirements is
somewhat variable. The correlations also take no account of the stage of
development or water requirements of the various types of crops being
irrigated.

It was therefore decided to base the pumpage extrapolation on the application
rates indicated by the LCA irrigation pumpage data. A mærimum application
rate of 0.45 I s-lha-1 (27 mmwk'1) was derived from the week of greãtest

LcA

pumpage. The weekly application rate from each unmetered well was
calculated by multiplying the average weekly LcA application rate by the
number of hectares irrigated from that well. Each well was allocated to the
nearest node in the model grid and well pumpages were summed to give total
weekly pumpage at every node in the model.

The adopted ma¡rimum irrigation application rate of 0.45 I s-1ha-Î
intended to be a parameter for adjustment during calibration, but this

was
was

found unnecessary. Rates of pumpage appeared reasonable during calibration,
but there were some discrepancies between the simulated and recorded
commencement and cessation of pumpage.
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MODEL CALIBRATION

5.1

CALIBRATIONSTRATEGY

Calibration is the selection of a realistic pattern of transmissivity, storativity,
recharge and discharge for the groundwater system with the aim of matching
simulated aquifer behaviour with the measured behaviour. Calibration is also
known as the 'inverse' or 'aquifer identification' problem, because the
groundwater flow equation given by equation (1) must be solved inversely for
T, S and/or q, given a pattern of aquifer heads h.

A two step calibration process is frequently adopted. The first step is to
determine from the observed steady-state piezometric heads the transmissivity
distribution and if uncertain, the pattern of recharge and discharge. A steadystate condition is one in which aquifer heads do not change with time. Midwinter heads are used for some aquifer systems because pumpage is low and
heads have recovered to steady levels after a period of summer stress.
Mathematically, steady-state calibration in its simplest form is equivalent to
solving equation (1) for T with ah/at equal to zero. In a three dimensional
model, the vertical leakance of aquitards must be determined in tandem with
the transinissivity distributions.

The second step is determination of the distribution of storativity from the
observed transient behaviour of the aquifer system. In practice, many of the
input parameters in the model will not be accurately quantified, and
adjustment of river leakage, pumpage and rainfall recharge will also be
required. The two steps are, in fact, inter-related because model parameters
are not accurate enough for transmissivity or storativity to be determined
uniquely.

A large number of papers have been written detailing numerous techniques for
solving the inverse problem, many involving sophisticated computer
optimisation and statistical techniques, e.g. Cooley (1977), Neuman et al.
(1980), Ponzini and Losej (1982), Sagar et al. (1975), Smith and Piper (1978).
Few are used routinely because they fail to give reliable results in field
applications. This is partly due to the non-uniqueness of the best-fit
parameters, and to the sensitivity of input parameters to small changes in the
piezometric surface.

The standard calibration technique remains the trial and error approach in
which parameter values are successively refined - within subjective bounds until the model produces heads and flows sufficiently close to those observed
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in the field. The ability to subjectively limit parameter values according to the
modeller's conception of the system is an important feature of this method and
one that is not easily included in the more automated techniques.
Calibration of the rWaimea model was carried out using flow-net analysis then
trial and error refinement of parameters for the steady-state case, and using
solely trial and error adjustments for the transient part.
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STEADY.STATE CALIBRATIO

5.2.1 Parameter estimation by flow net analysis
Analysis of a properly constructed flow net gives the relative transmissivity
between any two sections in a single streamtube. Given a reference
transmissivity in each streamtube, measured for example in a pump test, the
transmissivity distribution throughout the entire aquifer can be determined at
the scale of streamtube elements. This requires that the pattern of recharge
and discharge be known over the entire aquifer. For a three-dimensional
system comprising two or more aquifers, knowledge of total steady-state
leakage between aquifers and the approximate boundaries of the leakage zone
allows aquitard leakances to be determined together with the aquifer
transmissivity distribution as indicated below.

A flow net is drawn through the steady-state piezometric contours for

an

aquifer by constructing streamlines perpendicular to the contours.

Figure 17 shows part of a typical flow

net.

Darcy's

law

applied to the kth

streamtube element gives:

Qr

= rr

O"'.

å3

(20)

and the principle of continuity requires that
k

Qr=Ql+>(I-o)

(21)

in which the last term represents the nett change in flow expressed as the
difference between inputs I such as rainfall or river infiltration and outputs O
such as leakage or spring-flow. For exactness, the nett change in flow is
calculated between the centre sections of the elements 1 and k.
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k fô

Figure 17

z

êtenenf

Flow net notation, with horizontal flow Q and nett
vertical recharge (I - O)

Combining equations (20) and (21) and assuming the piezometric contour
interval h is constant gives:
Tk

ah ÂDk :

A=r

T,|

Ah An, * þf r-Ol
Â='

(22)

I

Then

T. = arT1 + br þfr-Ol

(23)

where

Asr
^â:- Anr 'Arr
A='
r^ - asr
,k

aipn

Equation (23) enables the transmissivity Tr to be calculated at any point in the
streamtube, given the transmissivity T' at the start of that tube and the pattern
of recharge and discharge along the tube. At least one reference transmissivity
T. must be known for each streamtube. It follows from (23) that:

a=.
An" Ah

rr-or
a" þ

(24)
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The analysis above assumes that flow is tangential to the streamlines within
each streamtube element. If there is significant curvature in streamlines within
a streamtube, then there is a small flow component normal to the streamlines.
This reduces the accurary of the linear analysis described above, but can be
avoided by reducing the size of streamtube elements. For the same reasor!
finite difference grid cells should be a similar size to streamtube elements
when using flow net analysis for parameter estimation in a finite difference
model.

Aquitard leakance can be determined with transmissivity in a lealry zone by
considering a streamtube in part of an aquifer recharged solely by leakage
from an overþing aquifer (Figure 17). At streamtube element k, equation (23)
becomes:

T. = arT,, + b* (QLr + Qp + ...... + Q¡¡)
Element leakage Q1, i.e. (I

QL. =

TI1.\

(2s)

- O)k) is given by equation (3) as
(26)

Àhk

where

TK*

=

Ak =
hk =

leakance of the overþing aquitard element [T-1] or
where
K* is aquitard permeability [LT-î] and b is aquitard thickness [L]

\/U

element area[Lz]
driving head from the overþing aquifer to this aquifer [L]

ah. known, nvo of the
parameters T*, T' and Q¡¡ must be known at each streamtube element to give
a unique calibration. Because leakage parameters are usually only inferred,
simplifying assumptions are made to allow a satisfactory calibration. Typical
assumptions are uniform leakance, uniform leakage per unit area or a
permeability distribution determined from geological principles, e.g. higher
permeability in reworked river gravels and lower in glacial outwash zones.
Each element leakage Q¡* within the leaþ zone is then calculated from the
resulting leakances, and transmissivities are calculated from equation (24).
For fixed streamtube geometry, i.e. a* bk, Ak and

It is apparent in the description of the method

above that a comprehensive
conceptual model must be developed to warrant such a detailed analysis. One
of the primary advantages of the technique is that it enables the modeller to
evaluate and modiff his or her conception of the system during the analysis.
The graphical format shows the direction of flow in each aquifer and makes it
easier to smooth out head contours, eliminating 'noise' from the piezometric

v
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data. This is particularly important

because transmissivity

is

extremely

sensitive to small changes in head.

522 Steady-state conceptual model
The conceptual model of a steady-state system is a description of the following:
aquifer boundaries, natural recharge and discharge zones, pumpage, aquifer
parameters, and piezometric head under steady-state conditions.
Piezometric heads

Piezometric surveys were conducted over the three aquifers in April 1978,
August 1978, October 1982 and March 1983. Aquifer head was measured in
more than 200 wells for each survey with all pumping prohibited. Timedependent water level records indicate that heads in the confined aquifers
recover to equilibrium levels each winter (Figure 16). Irrigation pumpage has
usually ceased by April and the aquifers generally reach steady-state conditions
by August. Thus the August 1978 heads have been adopted as steady-state.
The final head contours are shown in Figures 18 to 20. To refine and extend
piezometric contours, additional head data from the October 1982 survey was
included, particularly in the Wai-iti Valley (UA), the confined aquifer recharge
zone (UA) and the Waimea Inlet (LCA).
Piezometric contours have been smoothed considerabty so that they represent
large scale rather than localised flow patterns. The influence of more
permeable conduits was particularly noticeable in the LCA before the contours
were smoothed. In some cases head data had to be ignored; for example, two
wells thought to be penetrating the LCA and only 250 m apart had a head
difference of 3 m (sites 1331120 and 1331105). A pump test suggested that the
well with the higher head was in fact screened in the overlying confining layer.
The piezometric contouring also led to several significant modifications of the
conceptual model of the system. For example, the few UCA heads measured
near the coast were almost the same as nearby UA heads indicating a possible
ruptured confining layer. The UCA downstream boundary was therefore
moved further inland with leakage permitted up into the UA. The Neiman
Creek spring was now assumed to be supplied by the UA. The coastal
boundary of the LCA was treated rather arbitrarily because of a lack of data
north of Rabbit Island. Piezometric contours were terminated at the 0.9 m
contour and a constant head boundary was imposed here in the numerical
model.
Streamlines were drawn through the smooth piezometric contours. Initial flow

net patterns suggested further revision of the contours.

In the LCA

for
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instance, most streamlines from the recharge zone converged downstream
along the western boundary of the aquifer. The highly transmissive region in
the aquifer is east of this area. Since piezometric data was sparse in the
recharge zorte, modification of the contours to give a more realistic flow net,
was justified.

The revised flow lines were supported by tritium analyses of LCA water
samples which suggested that about 50Vo of. the flow at Johnston's deep well
(site 1331208) in the central plairs is derived from Eastern Hills recharge,
while for a sample (site 1331031) from the coastal zone the figure is 30Vo (C.8.
Taylor, pers. comm.). The flow lines confirm those source areas.

In the eastern part of the plains, the UA consists of a series of low yielding
Hope aquifers with few head measurements. Contours in this area were
redrawn to give seaward flow so that a streamline followed the Burkes Bank
boundary between the more permeable river gravels and these minor aquifers,
as suggested by the geology.

The flow nets (Figures L8 to 20) are therefore the product of considerable
revision of piezometric data and should be the best overall representation of
the groundwater flow pattern using that data.
Inputs and outputs

Dicker (1980) has estimated a winter recharge rate of 50 I s-l for the LCA
based on measured transmissivities and hydraulic gradients. This mean
throughflow was confirmed using hydraulic gradients derived from the
smoothed LCA piezometric contours at the following cross-sections:
Southern

LCA through Rail

Reserve

well:

36 I s-1 (River recharge

component alone)
Central

LCA through Buschl's well:

58 I s-1

Coastal

LCA through Chipmill well:

57 I s-1

For steady-state calibration, LCA winter throughflow was taken as 58 I s-1.
Fifty percent of this winter recharge was postulated to enter the LCA from the
Hope fan gravels, in the model via the overþing UCA and UA" the remainder
originating as river leakage. The LCA recharge zone was assumed bounded by
the toe of the fan gravels and the downstream edge of the river recharge zone
(Figure 8) an area of almost 1000 ha. Comparison of aquifer heads in the
three aquifers in this recharge zone led to a reduction in its area so that
downward head gradients were maintained throughout.

Figure 18:

steady-state flow net for -the l¡wer confined Aquifer, with recharge and
dischárge (arrows) in I s-1 and piezometric contoirs iá mefies aboie mean sea
level (m.s.l.)

(â
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Figure 19

:

Steady-state flow net for the Upper Confined Aquifer, with recharge and
discharge (arrows) in I s-' and piezometric contours in metres above m.s.l.

Figure 20

:

Steady-statq flo"w net for the Unconfined Aquifer, with recharge and discharge
(arrows) in I s-1 and piezometric contours in metres abrve m.sll.
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In the UCA flow through a section between the Roadside and Wilson's Wells
was estimated as 110 I s-1, recharged from an area of about 700 ha, less
extensive than the LCA recharge zorLe as shown in Figure 8. Fifty percent of
the recharge is assumed to originate from the Hope fan gravels as for the LCA
Total steady-state confined aquifer recharge is thus 1681 s-1.
The two inputs to the UA are rainfall and river recharge. In choosing winter
conditions as steady-state, it is assumed that winter rainfall and river levels
maintain UA heads. If there \4'ere a natural seasonal fluctuation in UA heads
it could be difficult to select the appropriate mean rainfall which maintains
winter heads owing to delays in system response. Pumpage obscures the
natural summer piezometric pattern but since rainfall is reasonably evenly
distributed throughout the year, the inaccuracy in adopting the mean annual
rainfall rate to generate the steady-state input should be small. Using the
rainfall and irrigation recharge sub-model described in Section 4.3, it was
estimated that an average of.52Vo of annual rainfall reaches the UA. For
August 1977 to August 1978 rainfall and irrigation recharge was 494 rnm or
approximately 12001s-l (3.71s'1 per node over the area of the UA).
Rainfall recharge running off the eastern hills was added to the model through
seven UA recharge nodes along the edge of the confined aquifer recharge zone
(Figure 8). Initially this was calculated by appþing the rainfall recharge model
to the 230 ha contributing hill catchment to yield 36 I s-î boundary recharge.
However, the flow-net analysis indicated that this was insufficient to meet the
required leakage into the confined aquifers from the Hope aquifers. The
highly fractured rocks forming the hills suggest that much of the rainfall
infiltrates (M.R. Johnston, pers. comm.) and that the subsurface must allow
substantial water storage which is a source for the confined aquifers.
Consequentl¡ steady-state boundary recharge had to be increased to 85 I s-1
which would represent l35Vo of applied rainfall on the 230ha catchment. The
LCA boundary was set as constant head to simulate the small amount of
continuous recharge occurring from the eastern hills.

River levels during the week-long piezometric survey of August 1978 were
reasonably stable. The river recharge sub-model described in Section 4"2 was
applied with mean August 1978 river depths of 0.67 m for the Wairoa and
0.29 m for the Wai-iti to estimate the pattern of recharge and discharge along
the rivers. The nett steady-state loss to the UA was calculated as 380 I s-1"
Discharge from the UA to the two springs near the coast was estimated from
two winter flow gaugings Írs 350 I s-1 for Pearl Creek and 300 I s-1 for Neiman
Creek. A stage recorder installed from 1970 to t972 with a V-notch weir at
Neiman Creek (site 57604) gave flows ranging between 0 and 120 I s-1 but the
springs occur over a wide area and this is only a component of total springflow
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(M. Dicker, pers. comm.). The target flow of 350 I s-l for Pearl Creek could
not be matched during calibration (206 I s-î was the calibrated steady-state
flow) but this target may be an over-estimate.
Flow through the constant head boundary at Wakefield was estimated to be
2401s-1, sufficient to allow the gauged (and modelled) leakages downstream
into the Wai-iti River. This throughflow was supported by estimates calculated
from Darcy's I^aw using aquifer depth derived from a resistivity survey,
transmissivity from a single step-drawdown pump test (Baigents, site 1330411)
and hydraulic gradient from the October l9S2piezometric survey.
Reference trarumissivity and leakance

Four multi-well pump tests have been carried out on the LCA at Rail Reserve,
Johnston's and two at Chipmill (Dicker, 1980). Mean transmissivity at these
sites is 340, 620 and 995 m3day-1m-1 respectively. Detailed step-drawdown
pump tests were performed on the two LCA exploratory wells on Bells and
Rabbit Islands (sites L33t0l4 and 1331255.) Transmissivities o121,5 and 1550
m3day-1m-1 were calculated using a least squares computer technique
documented in Hydrology Centre Internal Report WS 828, after removal of
tidal effects. The Nelson Regional Water Board also conducted sixteen 30minute drawdown tests on LCA wells to determine approximate transmissivity. Transmissivity was calculated by Hurr's approximation for the Theis
unsteady flow equation (Kruseman and de Ridder,1976):

u W(u) :

trr2ss

(27)

ÈQ

where r = well radius [L]
S = estimated storativity

s = drawdown [L]

t = time since pumping began [T]
Q = discharge rate [Lrt-t1
W(u) = Theis well function (from annexes, Kruseman and de
Ridder, 1976)

u = r2s/4tTp. determined from a table of uW(u)

vs

u

To. = Pump test transmissivity derived from this equation [Lza-t1

Specific capacities measured during drilling were also converted to
transrnissivity T.", using Logan's equation for steady-state flow (Kruseman and
de Ridder,1976) when pumping time was unknown:
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m

(28)

-sc

For many wells, transmissivities were calculated from two tests. Figure 21
compares transmissivities estimated from specific capacity data with those
from constant discharge or 3O-minute drawdown tests. This plot shows a wide
spread in the data and indicates that in general the 30-minute tests give lower
transmissivities than full pump tests, and that specific capacities measured
during drilling greatly underestimate actual transmissivity. Subsequent well
development and lack of a steady-state are probably major contributing facto¡s. Accordingly, greatest weight was attached to pump-test transmissivities,
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followed by 3O-minute test transmissivities and then those calculated from
specific capacities at drilling.
For the UCA reference transmissivities were taken from a pump test between
the Roadside and'Wilson's wells (Figure 19) and from specific capaciry data.
Mean transmissivity from the pump test was 860 m3day-1m-1.
Only one pump test was available for the UA but two step-drawdown tests,
one in the Wai-iti Valley, the other near Challies Island on the Waimea River
(Figure 1) were commissioned. The major pump test at the HW2 well gave a
mean winter transmissivity of 3600 m3day'1m-1. The Wai-iti step-drawdown
test gave 19 900 m3day-1m-1; that at Challies Island gave L5 970 m3day-1m-1.
Data from UA well logs is sparse because few wells were tested when installed.
Additional transmissivity estimates were taken from a step-drawdown test near
the Appleby Bridge (Figure 1) and specific capacities from the waimea
County wellfield test nearby.
No field measurements of leakance have been made; in fact, the concept of a
distinct aquitard separating the aquifers is an idealisation of interfingered
aquifer outcrops. Aquitard leakance is analogous to riverbed conductance per
unit area and equals K/b where K is vertical permeability and b aquitard
thickness. In this study, aquitard thickness was arbitrarily assumed constant at
1 m and leakance was calculated (Section 5.2.1) by assigning expected relative
permeabilities within recharge and discharge zones.

5.2.3 Calculating aquifer parameters from the flow net
After defining the conceptual model of the system, the flow net geometry was
quantified. The length As and width An of each streamtube element (Figure
17) were used to calculate coefficients a. and b,. in equation (23). Measured
(reference) transmissivity data were plotted on the flow net and identified
within each streamtube according to their accuracy. Where a streamtube
contained no reference transmissivity, an estimate was made from adjacent
measured values.

The pattern of leakage between aquifers represented in the input-output term
of equation (23) was unknown. Estimates of the variability of aquitard
leakance allowed an areal pattern of leakage to be calculated. For the
aquitards in the recharge zone for example, relative permeability was initially
assumed to be high in the better sorted gravel near the river and low for the
more clay-bound fan gravel from the eastern hills. Nett flow r (I - O) at every
streamtube element was calculated. Equation (23) then gave the transmissivity
of each element. If some of the calculated transmissivities were unreasonable,
the leakage pattern was revised. In the UA, river leakage was also adjusted
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within the limits of accuracy of the gauging data. This adjustment process was
performed firstly for the LCA, then the UCA and UA until optimal transmissivities were achieved.
The constraints in this process can be summarised thus:

L
2

Transmissivities are defined by equation (23)

Vertical inter-aquifer leakage to or from any element i is apportioned
using Darcy's l-aw, so that:

R.=
I

Ki

ahiÀi

>

K.III

tR.I

(2e)

^h.A.

where

Ri = vertical recharge to element i [L3T-1]
Ki = permêâbility.in-element i relative to lowest element
permeabiiity [LT-l]

Àh¡ = head difference between the two aquifers at element

Ai

i

tL]

= area of element i [L2]

3

Confined aquifer recharge rates ER, are constrained within lLÙVo of the
estimated values.

4

In

equation (23), E(I
gradient reverses.

5
6

Minimum transmissivity is set at

7

- Q) must be positive, otherwise the hydraulic
I

m3day-lm-r.

The difference between measured and calculated transmissivity should
be minimised in each streamtube.

Every calculated transmissivity should be physically

reasonable,

especially the ma:rima.

Early calculations gave negative transmissivities in some strearntube elements.
It was necessary to increase the recharge from the eastern hills to avoid this
and to maintain a reasonable fit between measured and calculated
transmissivities in all aquifers.
The calculations gave valuable insight into the nature of the coastal end of the
LC.A. Transmissivities measured on Bells and Rabbit Islands (215 and 1550
-s¿ut-1--1¡ could not be matched by calculated ones (about 17 000
m3day-1m-1¡ for the given flow net geometry. To attain reasonable agreement,
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either the aquifer boundaries could be widened or the streamtube flow
reduced below the islands. However, bore logs from outside the adopted
boundaries of the LCA ruled out the first option and instead it was assumed
that there was upward leakage from the aquifer into the Waimea Inlet. A
discharge zone was adopted from the coast to the postulated end of the LCA.

Calculated element transmissivities and aquitard leakances were interpolated
on the model grid. The model was then run to compare simulated and
measured piezometric heads.

5.2.4 Results of steady-state calibration
The goodness-of-fit of the steady-state model was assessed by calculating the
root mean square error in head for all nodes in each aquifer using equation
(11) and by checking that simulated steady-state recharge was close to the
target levels. RMS error averaged 0.9 m using parameters derived from the
flow net analysis.
Flow net analysis greatly aided calibration, but although the flow net equation
(23) is an exact solution to the diffusion equation (1) a near perfect fit was not
obtained. The main reasons why this was not achieved are:

1

in

some places may not have been perpendicular to
piezometric contours; calculated transmissivity and leakance are
particularly sensitive to small streamline displacements on long narrow
Streamlines

elements.

Streamtube elements in some areas were larger than model grid
squares, which does not allow adequate representation of spatial
parameter distributions, especially in recharge and discharge zones.
Curvature of piezometric contours in some areas was too great to be
reproduced by the model at the chosen grid spacing.
4

Inaccuracies are generated in interpolating mean parameter values from
streamtube elements to model nodes, especially in regions with wide
ranges of parameter values such as those adjacent to rivers.

The solution technique for the three-dimensional model, assumes that
vertical flow components due to recharge and discharge are sufficiently
small for flow within each aquifer to be modelled as two-dimensional,
i.e. horizontal.
Steady-state calibration was further improved by trial-and-error adjustment of
flow net transmissivities and leakances. Initially, each aquifer was calibrated
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independently by assigning all leaþ nodes in adjacent aquifers as constant
head ('constrained calibration'). Because the uncertainty in recharge and
transmissivity is less in the LCA constrained calibration was carried out on it
first, then on the UcA and lastly the UA. Further minor parameter
adjustments were made in the unconstrained model because of the sensitivity
of the overall fit to the fit in the recharge zones. Final unconstrained RMS
error averaged 0.22 m overall. Successive improvements in goodness-of-fit for
each aquifer are shown in Table 6. Excellent fit between contours of measured
head and simulated head was achieved in each aquifer as illustrated in Figure
22 for the UA. A graphical example of the scale of parameter adjustments
required for a good fit is given in Figure 23. Transmissivity adjustments
averaged !4IVo while leakance, which is unconstrained by field measurements,
was adjusted by an average of t83Vo. Final parameter distributions for each
aquifer were then contoured (Figures 24 to 28).

The sensitivity of the calibrated steady-state model was determined by
calculating moclel percentage changes in RMS error and confined aquifer
throughflows for !20Vo adjustments of parameter distribution values. Table 7
shows that the model does not respond in a linear manner to equal parameter

Table 6 :

Goodness of fit in head and simulated flows for su_ccessive phases
of steady-state calibration

Constant
transmissivitv and

Flow net

parameters Trial

and error improvement

Individ- 3D After
3D
uncon- ual aqui- uncon- unsteady

Individual

leakance aquifers

within (con- strained fers(coneach layer strained)
strained)
Goodness of

strained calibration

fit

RMS lm) for:

LCA (using 154 nodes)

1.r.8

0.38

0.50

UCA (using 94 nodes)

3.00

0.54

t.26

UA (using 336 nodes)

3.07

0.59

0.v2

0.20
0.L7
0.1.5

0.20

0.23

0.20

0.?r

0.t7

0.24

Leakage (l s't)-tot

Y

LCA (581s-l target)

50.8

51.3

49.2

55.3

55.3

55.7

UCA (163 I s-1 target)

L47"8

179.0

r54.9

168.7

153.2

161.4
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:

U.CA transmissiyity, contoured following steady-state calibration,
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Figure 28

:

UA hydraulr.c conductivity, contoured following steady-state calibration,
m day-1 x 103
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increases and deôreases. Changes to UA and UCA parameters affect the fit
below in the LCA, while changes to UCA and LCA parameters have less effect
on the UA overall because confined aquifer recharge only occurs from a small
portion of the UA. Simultaneous changes to two parameter distributions
generally combine the effects of individual changes. Overall, the model is
more sensitive to transmissivity than aquitard leakance. The analysis also
shows that the model is well calibrated because few of the parameter
adjustments improve the fit in any aquifer.

The trial-and-error calibration process for the Waimea model gives rise to the
following observations to aid future calibration exercises:

A

Inleaþzones:

1

Head fit will be more sensitive to leakance if vertical inflow is
large in relation to throughflow but sensitive to transmissivity if
vertical inflow is insignificant.

2

Adjustments of leakance affect the

fit at the adjusted node and
downstream nodes more directly than adjustments of

transmissivity at the same node.

3

constrained three-dimensional model (leaþ nodes in
adjacent aquifers held as constant head), a good fit in recharge
and discharge zones is most important for a good overall

In a

(unconstrained) calibration.

B

In non-leaky zones:

1

Adjusting transmissivity uniformly in a line perpendicular to the
direction of flow will move piezometric contours parallel to the
original contours.

2

Increased transmissivity tends to reduce upstream heads and raise
downstream heads, and vice versa.

3

Adjusting transmissivity near a constant head boundary will
cause larger changes in head on the side away from the
boundary.

4

When parts of the aquifer have higher heads

than required

and

others have lower heads than required, increases in
transmissivity in one area should be balanced by decreases in
another.
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Table 7

Sensitivity analysis of steady-state model

:

Parameter adjustment

Calibration values:

Percent change

Percent change

in RMS error

in throughflow

UA

UCA

LCA

Overall

0.24m

0.20m

o.?3m

0.23m

transmissivity

-2OVo

UA hydraulic

+20%

conductivity

-20Vo +129

5%
+L4
+23
+55
+5
+Ø

Riverbed

+20Vo

+?nVo

LCA

0%

transmissivity

-n%

UCA

+20Vo + 8

0

0

+83

-

+?ÃVo

+6%

+68

+?3

-4
+8

+20

+8

-4
+8

+?ß

0
0

+4

+4

+14
+15

+66

UCA

LCA

105.7
ls-î
-

0.5Vo

+0.4
+ t7
- 18
- 0.8
+ 0.8

00
o

55.7

ls-l

+l4Vo

-13
-0.6
+0.3
- 0.6

+0.7

+8

-2OVo

+5

leakance

0

0

LCA/UCA

+20%

0

leakance

-?-OVo

-4

-5
+14

UAlUCA

+20Vo

leakance

- 20%

0
0

+4
+27

0

+L
+8

LCA and UCA
transmissiviry

+20Vo

+23
+68

+24
+84

+18
+?5

+

L7
-18

+I4

0

+?n% 0
-20% -4

+4
+45

+,l8

+18
+51

+0.6
-1.1

+7

+%

LCA/UCA
and UAIUCA
leakance

5.3

- 20%

+ 8

+%
0

0

-0.2

- 0.5

+7

+ 0.5

-6

1
L.6

+
-

-0.2
- 0.2

-10

-6

TRANSIENTCALIBRATION

5.3.1 Method

a

reasonable steady-state calibration based on measured
transmissivities in each aquifer, unsteady calibration is often considered simply
a matter of adjusting storativity to achieve a good match between simulated
and recorded unsteady heads. Model input data is, however, seldom
sufficiently accurate to allow this and other inputs such as river leakage,
pumpage and rainfall recharge may require adjustment.

Following
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As a first step, a representative period of time-dependent record is selected for

calibration, preferably leaving a period of similar quality input data for
validation of the calibration. The calibration period should have a full set of
input data such as pumpage, rainfall, and water level records from as many
wells Írs possible, for comparison with simulated outputs. Ideally, the
calibration period should cover the full range of stresses (rainfall, pumpage,
etc.) expected in the management simulations.

Also to be decided is what simulation interval is appropriate. This will be
determined firstly from the accuracy and interval of input data, and secondly
from the detail required as output. It may be for example, false economy to
run the model with a daily interval if pumpage - a major stress on the system is recorded weekly.

Sensitive parts of. the model may require a separate calibration at a different
interval. Transient river-aquifer interaction can be better calibrated by
running a winter flood hydrograph through the model with perhaps a daily
interval. A weekly interval would blur the transmission of the flood peak

through the aquifer. Propagation of the flood wave into the aquifer

is

calibrated by adjusting riverbed leakage, aquifer transmissivity and storativity.

A second step is to divide each aquifer into areal zones of uniform storativity
determined from pump test analysis or estimated from geological
considerations. Values range from 1.0-2 for unconfined aquifers to 10-5 for
confined aquifers. Storativity, and other input parameters if necessary, are
adjusted within their likely range of values during a series of simulations, and
the effects on modelled transient heads and flows are used to improve the fit
with observed data.

For ease of calibration, time-varying model output at water level recorder
nodes is superimposed on recorded water levels at those nodes. These plots
can be displayed on the computer screen and the effect of adjustments to
inputs is readily seen from one calibration run to the next.

Visual comparison of modelled and recorded head is probably the best means
of evaluating unsteady calibration, although goodness-of-fit can be calculated
at each observation well in the following way (Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970):

pz =

(Fo. -Fr)/F.,

where

F2=tlh-h)2
o\o/
F2 = >(h"-hi)z

(30)
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and

= observed head [L]
hi = model head ILI
h = mean observed head [L]
ho

The parameter R2 is like a correlation coefficient. For a perfect
and Rz is one.

5.32

fit

F2 is zero

Transient conceptual model

Time-dependent fluctuations in head observed in wells are governed by aquifer
storativity and time-varying aquifer recharge and discharge. The transient
conceptual model describes these components.
ll'ater level records
Water level recorders have been operated on observation wells on the Waimea
Plains since 1975. Choice of the period for transient calibration was limited by
the quality of record from a broad spread of wells. By t982, thirteen recorders
were in operation and most have produced complete data since 1979.
Records from five wells were available on the UA (Table g). Four show
responses to a combination of river and rainfall recharge, while the fifth
(Johnston's) penetrates the Hope Gravel and responds to rainfall recharge
alone.

River stage and flow records from the Wairoa Gorge (57502) ancl Wai-iti at
Brightwater Bridge (57504) were used as inputs for calibration of the river flow
component of the model.

Table 8

:

water level recorders in the unconfined Aquifer (uA)

Site name

Well no.

Grid reference Location
NZMS1 : S20

Higgins
HW2

r33M17

438150
463196
473277
478244
512203

cw2

1331093
1331095
1331098

Johnston's

1331016

EW2

Wai-iti Valley
Lower Wai-iti
Waimea West
Waimea Delta
Hope Gravel
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Three wells were monitored on the [fCA (Table 9), but only one appears to
exhibit confined aquifer behaviour (Witson's). The well at Roadside is semiconfined with rapid response to river rises and a flat summer hydrograph
indicating recharge from river baseflow. Harford's in the breached discharge
zone of the UCA also behaves as only semi-confined because of the connection
with the overlying UA. Recharge from the eastern hills ceases completely
during a dry summer as the Hope aquifers dry up, but water level records show
that the UCA is recharged to an equilibrium level each winter.

Table 9 :

Site

Water level recorders in the Upper Confined Aquifer (UCA)

name

Well

Roadside
Wilson's
Harford's
Table 10 :

Site

l33l1l4
t331489
1331110

Grid reference I-ocation
NZMS1 : S20

485175
497215
501233

Recharge zone
Central UCA
Discharge zone

Water level recorders in the l,ower Confined Aquifer (LCA)

Name

Reserve
Buschl's
Chipmill
Bells Island
E Rabbit Island
Rail

no.

Well

no.

1331105
1331118
1331119
1331014
1331255

Grid reference Location
NZMSl:S20

480176
502198
529237
538267
549280

Recharge zone
Central LCA
Coast
Waimea Inlet
Waimea Inlet

Five wells are monitored in the LCA (Table 10), the two within the Waimea
Inlet only since 1983 fotlowing exploratory drilling, and the remaining three
since L975-6. The three coastal wells exhibit marked tidal fluctuations in head.
Irrigation and municipal pumpage draw the head at the Chipmill and Bells
Island wells below mean sea level each summer, but it appears that the well on
Rabbit Island is to one side of the cone of depression and head there is usually
maintained just above m.s.l. Except Chipmill which is always affected by
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adjacent municipal pumpage for Richmond Borough, all wells show a winter
¡ecovery to equilibrium levels. Summer recharge occurs primarily - though
indirectly - from the Wairoa River, since recharge from the eastern hills
usually dries up.
Recharye and discharye

Inspection of the seasonal variability in river flow losses measured in some 35
down-river gauging series suggests that river recharge depends on both river
and adjacent groundwater heads (Hydrology Centre Internal Report WS 846).
Unconfined wells show the passage of a front of water through the aquifer as a
flood passes down the river (Figure 29). In contrast, confined wells show an
immediate pressure response. The transient nature of river recharge is
modelled by applying mean recorded river depth at the Wairoa Gorge and
Wai-iti River at Brightwater as model inputs. Recharge to and from the UA is
calculated as described in Section 3.3.1 although there are no gauging data to
confirm whether the linear leakage function applies at flood flows.

River recharge to the confined aquifers occurs in the model as leakage via the
overlying UAn although in reality the aquifers are not continuous horizontal
layers in the recharge zo\e.
Transient rainfall recharge is expected to commence to the UA within hours of
heavy rainfall, via the piston flow and rapid recharge mechanisms described in
Section 4.3.

Natural discharges occur to the sea and via springs. Transient flows from Pearl
and Neiman's springs are closely related to flood events in the Waimea River
and are a result of flood waves passing through the UA.
Storativity

Pump tests gave three mean storativity values for the LCA (0.4 x 10-4 to 1.4 x
10-4) and one each for the UCA (1.7 x 10-3) and UA (5.7 x 10-2). For transient
calibration, zones were defined within each aquifer in which storativity is
assumed constant. Each zone contained one of the thirteen water level
reôorders used for transient calibration (Tables 8-10) and the aim was to
initially adjust zonal storativity to improve the fit with the appropriate
groundwater hydrograph.
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:

Delayed groundwater response in the UA to a flood wave in the WairoaWaimea River
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5.3.3 Results of transient calibration
The years selected for calibration were 1982-83 for the UCA and LCA" and
because of insufficient data, 1980-81 for the UA. To reduce the computer time
for each run, variable length simulation periods were selected. Aquifer heads
respond markedly only when rainfall, river levels or pumpage change
markedly, so a program was written to scan the input data and store the dates
at which a predefined increment in any of those four inputs wÍts exceeded. The
final increments adopted were:
Rainfall and irrigation recharge

t

Wairoa River depth

+ 350 mm

Wai-iti River depth

t

LCA pumpage, summed spatially

t 6000 m3day-t

3.5 mm

300 mm

Minimum pumping period length was one day while some summer simulation
periods exceeded one month. A test run was conducted to determine the
sensitivity of predicted heads to the adopted starting heads. It was found that
unless starting heads are close to the target heads at each monitoring node,
simulated heads from about the first 10 periods are inaccurate. Calibration
runs were therefore begun in winter and steady-state heads were used as initial
conditions. Calibration was performed aquifer by aquifer beginning with the
LCA then UCA and finally the UA and rivers. The fit between simulated and
observed heads and river flows was then evaluated for the entire calibration
and validation period 1979-83 and further parameter adjustments were made if
necessary. These were generally not significant. The final fit between recorded
and simulated water level fluctuations at selected recorder wells is shown in
Figures 30 to 32.
Lower Confined Aqutfer

Summer drawdowns were initially too large. Pumpage and storativity are
reasonably well known, and adjustments to storativity had only a minor effect
on drawdowns, tending to delay drawdown rather than reduce the suÌnmer
manimum. An improved calibration fit was achieved instead by assigning the

eastern hills boundary nodes as constant head which allows continuing
recharge from storage within rocks adjacent to the Waimea Fault. The
constant head nodes had no effect on the steady-state calibration.
Simulated drawdowns in the Rabbit Island well were excessive. It proved
impossible to improve the fit there without adjusting transmissivity. A band of
low transmissivity nodes was inserted between Bells and Rabbit Islands which
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Figure 30:

Simulated and recorded heads for selected LCA wells
following transient model calibration

diverted more of the aquifer flow to the eastern margin of the LCA. Steadystate fit was made worse below the inlet as a result, but heads there are only
estimated.

Fit in the rechar5e zone at the Rail Reserve well was very good, particularly
during the 1982-83 summer when pumpage was more accurately recorded
(Figure 30). Drawdowns at Buschl's were well modelled but winter heads were
up to 2 m too low, probably because of inadequacies in the modelling of the
interaction between the Hope aquifers and the LCA. Model fit on the coast at
Chipmitl (Figure 30) and Bells Island was good. Overall, final fit in the LCA
was excellent.
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Simulated and recorded heads for selected UCA wells
following transient model calibration

Upper Confined Aqutfer

Initial transient simulations gave a good match with measured surnmer
drawdowns in the central and discharge portions of the UCA but excessive
drawdowns in the recharge zone.

The simulated steady-state head at the Roadside well was an average of 0.7 m
too high, but aquifer response to river freshes was well modelled (Figure 31).
The Roadside well behaves more like an unconfined well because each
surlmer water levels drop to a plateau controlled by Wairoa River low flows,
irrespective of UcA pumpage. Simulated drawdowns were reduced by
allowing increased leakage from the UA to the UCA adjacent to and beneath
the river.
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Simulated and recorded heads for selected UA wells
following transient model calibration

Wilson's was modelled well in magnitude, but simulated
drawdown began one month before measured drawdown started in November
1983. UCA pumpage is synthesised from LCA records so it is likely that UCA
pumpage is not matched in time by LCA pumping patterns.
Drawdown

at

Figure 31 illustrates the excellent agreement between measured and simulated
heads at Harford's well. A 4 m adjustment of the reduced level of observed
head was made for this well because of a surveying error. The good fit here
lends support to the conceptual model of the discharge zone of the UCA
leaking upwards into the UA.

v

V

V

v
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Unconfíned Aquifer

The UA was the most difficult aquifer to calibrate. Initial simulations showed
excellent fit for wells nearer the coast but wells in the Wai-iti Valley had
excessive simulated drawdowns and in the Hope aquifers above Burkes Bank
drawdowns were too small and rainfall response too high.
Several simulations were performed to evaluate the sensitivity of UA well
response to pumpage, storativity, rainfall and river flow. Reducing pumpage to
LÙVo of its estimated rate had little effect on observation well drawdowns.
Doubling storativity flattened well responses and reduced drawdowns. A
reduction in storativity in the Hope Gravel part of the UA (Johnston's well)
improved the simulated drawdown. Storativity was increased at river nodes to
allow faster transmission of seepage to and from river nodes.

The simulation with no leakage permitted to or from the rivers, showed that
rainfall is the major contributor to all rises in water level but well levels nearer
the coast (EW2 and CW2) fell, indicating that the river maintains their base
levels. The simulation with no rainfall recharge gave smooth well hydrographs
with no marked peaks from transmission of flood waves. The unrealistic peaþ
response to rainfall recharge was reduced by smoothing rainfall and irrigation
recharge over five days as described in Section 4.3.

Calibration of well response at Higgins well in the Wai-iti Valley and
especially at f{Wz down-valley only led to minor improvements in fit.
Observed well hydrographs indicated an annual recovery in water levels in
February or March, but this was not matched by heavy rain or increasing river
flows. The model consistently predicted a later recovery in April-May. Efforts
to match the observed behaviour included changing the Wai-iti constant head
boundary to one adjusted each period according to river head, and various
methods for rewatering the dry upper reach of the Wai-iti River to simulate
the effects of a sudden increase in wetted perimeter. While both of these
solutions did improve calibration for the autumn period, the fit ai other times
was much worse. Flow records from an ephemeral side stream in the Wai-iti
Valley were plotted to ascertain whether rewatering of this eastern stream
after a dry summer affects the observation wells, but the timing was not
consistent with the water table rise in the wells. The match shown for the
Higgins (Figure 32) was the best achievable. Although summer water levels
are not well simulated, the seasonal range of drawdown is well matched.
Likewise, for Johnston's well in Hope Gravel short-term fit is only fair. The
representation of this aquifer as part of the UA is strictly unrealistic because it
is small and discontinuous. It appears that the interaction between the minor
Hope aquifers and the confined aquifers needs to be better defined in the
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model although this would be difficult in practice. Seasonal drawdowns are,
however, well matched in magnitude in the model.

Fit for the EtJ/2 and CW2 wells is very good, both for short-term response to
floods, and to seasonal variations in water table (Figure 32). This implies that
simulations of various management scenarios within these parts of the UA
should give accurate predictions.
River flows

of

Wairoa-Waimea river flows was performed for the most
complete down-river gauging series available for the calibration and validation
period. Gaugings used were from November 1980, February 1981, March
1981, October 1982 and March 1983. Calibration rvas improved mainly by
adjusting nodal riverbed leakances within each river reach described in Section
4.2. Figure 33 shows two examples of simulated against measured flow
downriver from the Wairoa Gorge. Fit is very good for low flow conditions but
less so for Gorge flows above about 5000 I s-1. A similar fit was achieved for
the Wai-iti River. Considering the sensitivity of river leakage to small changes
in nodal river head, the accuracy of the river component of this model is good.

Calibration

Aqutfer water balance

A useful summary of system behaviour is obtained by plotting the major water
balance components (pumpage, recharge, discharge and change in storage) for
each aquifer over the calibration and validation period. Figures 34 to 36
illustrate the simulated water balance for the LCÀ UCA and UA averaged on
a weekly basis for August 1979 to April 1983. For each of these plots, the sum
of the water balance components shown is zero, i.e. aquifer inputs, plotted as
positive flows, are balanced by outputs, shown as negative flows.
The LCA is a highly stressed aquifer, as evidenced by the increased inflow
induced by summer pumpage (Figure 34). This aquifer has minimal storage,
with the response to pumpage comprising induced inflow and a reduction in
the inferred leakage to the Waimea Inlet. In the summers of 1979-80,l98l-82
and 1982-83, the model shows that pumping reached a level where leakage to
the inlet reversed for several months, indicating sea water intrusion. For 198283, seawater intrusion was predicted to have occurred for a period of five
months, with a peak backflow in one day of.67 I s-1. No increase in salinity has
been detected so far in coastal wells, but it is possible that a front of seawater
is being drawn down cyclically through the 40 m of aquitard beneath the inlet.
The UCA is less stressed than the LCA (Figure 35), with total weekly pumpage
reaching 67 I s-1 in 1982-83. The aquifer supplied this through a decline in
storage, increased induced inflow and reduced outflow to the UA above.
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:

Simulated (stippled band) and gauged flows (solid
lines) for Wairoa-Waimea rivers for October 1982
and March 1983, following transient model
calibration

Heavy rain and the resultant river rises, such as are shown for April-May 1980
(Figure 35) cause increased UCA recharge. This recharge is abso¡bed into
storage then released during subsequent weeks as damped outflow into the
UA. The storage potential of the UCA exceeds that of the LCA" as would be
expected when considering their relative storativities (Section 5.3.2).

The UA water balance (Figure 36) shows the inputs and outputs for the
unconfined aquifer expressed as rainfall plus irrigation recharge, river
recharge, pumpage, nett confined aquifer recharge and discharge, boundary inand outflows and the change in aquifer storage. Rainfall and river recharge
clearly dominate the UA inputs although aquifer storage is also a significant
source of water.
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Simulated weekly water balance for the Upper Confined Aquifer,
August 1979 - April 1983
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Rainfall recharge is a seasonal phenomenon with substantial winter recharge
minimal
evapotranspiration (Figures 15, 36). The summer plateau of i.00 I s-l recharge
is the modelled estimate of irrigation recharge to the UA. Ma:rimum daily
rainfall recharge for 1979-83 was 25 000 1s-l during a storm in late June 1982.

due to the combined effects of heavier rainfalls and

Losses from the rivers to the

UA occur for more thang}Vo of the period 797983. Nett recharge from the UA back to the rivers only takes place after large
winter storms, when river levels have receded. For the summer of 1982-83,
there was increasing river leakage to the UA (Figure 36), induced by a falling
water table caused by groundwater pumpage. Of particular interest is the way
the change in UA storage approaches zero (steady-state) as the summer
proceeds, with irrigation pumpage being satisfied more and more by induced
river seepage. By the end of March 1983, nett river losses had reached 1300
I s-1.
Pumpage is surprisingly not a major output from the UA compared to the
discharge through the coastal boundary. However, the ability to increase
pumpage in many parts of the UA is limited by the thinness of the aquifer, and
the need to maintain some flow in the Waimea river (see Section 6.4.).
Summer UA pumpage was estimated to have reached a daily maximum of
680 I s-1 in March 1983 while in winter it was steady at about 50 I s-1, mainly
supplying the Waimea County wellfields.

Nett recharge from the UA to the confined aquifers is a minor component of
the UA water balance (Figure 36), mainly because most winter UCA recharge
is modelled as being discharged back into the UA in the central plains giving
nett recharge close to zero. Confined aquifer recharge varies from 320 I s-1
during the storm at the end of June 1982 to 40 I s-1 nett, solely to the LcA,
during dry periods in winter.
The boundary flow component in Figure 36 comprises the coastal outflow from
the UA less the inflows through the Wai-iti boundary at Wakefield and
minimal inflow from Redwood's Valley. Coastal outflow predominates and
nett daily outflow ranges from 970 to2400l s-1, the minimum of 970 occurring
in late March 1983 at the end of the drought. As expected, outflows increase
after rainfall and river recharge, decreasing through the summer.

The change in UA storage indicates that the unconfined gravels are a large
reservoir compared to the confined aquifers. Change in storage is positive
when the water table falls, and negative when it rises. Thus, a large negative
change in storage occurs with storm events, followed by a positive change in
storage as groundwater recharges the rivers subsequently.
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In conclusion, the changes in water balance components identified in Figures
34 to 36 are a valuable graphical summary of aquifer response to varying
climatic conditions and aquifer stresses.
The excellent fit achieved between measured and simulated aquifer heads and
river flows in the calibration phase provides a sound basis for the management
simulations described in the following section.
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MANAGEMENT SIMULATIONS

6,I

OBJECTTVES AI\D LIMITATIONS

The calibrated model was applied to simulate the effects of alternative
pumpage strategies on the Waimea Plains groundwater system. Particular
conce¡ns are potential seawater intrusion and the impacts on regional
groundwater and river levels. The accuracy of the simulations described in the
following sections is limited by the assumptions made in developing both the
conceptual and mathematical models and by the grid spacing and timestep
size. The model provides large scale estimates of groundwater head, rather
than pumping head as would be measured in a pumped well. Estimates of
pumping head at any model node can be made, using a modification of the
Thiem equation (Prickett and Lonnquist, 1971.):

s =
where

=

o.LL2 g.
T

loq
- r#l
'4.81- r"

(31)

additional drawdown to be subtracted from simulated
nodal head in model, m

o = pumpingrate of well, m3day-t
T = aquifer transmissivity, msday-1m-1
= model grid spacing,487
r, = well radius, m

m

The management scenarios discussed in the following sections evaluate the
natural seasonal fluctuations within the system, the effects of present and
proposed community irrigation schemes, the potential for seawater intrusion
and options for further water resource development both from the
groundwater and river systems.
The approach to the management simulations was to compare drawdowns at
recorder nodes for each scenario with those obtained from the calibrated
model. Areal contour plots of differences in aquifer head between selected
simulations were also produced, generally for the time of greatest aquifer
stress which was period 127 in the model (23 March 1983). The water balance
summary printed at the end of simulation showed how aquifer inflows and
outflows were affected by the particular scenario being studied.
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6.2

LJNSTRESSEDAQUTFERS

Three simulations were run to evaluate the effects of existing pumpage on the
natural (unstressed) behaviour of the three aquifers. The effects of historical
1979-83 pumpage patterns were shown in the plots of the unsteady calibration
(Figures 30 to 33). The natural seasonal fluctuations in each aquifer were
simulated by removing all pumpage and re-running the model. Aquifer heads
were replotted (Figure 37) and contour plots were drawn showing head
differences between the stressed and unstressed simulations (Figure 38).
The effects of municipal pumpage alone were also simulated, by removing all
irrigation pumpage, leaving only pumpage by Richmond Borough and Waimea
County. Finally, the interaction of the confined aquifers with the UÀ and with
the Wairoa River, was evaluated by removing all confined aquifer pumpage.
Simulated heads were compared with those from the calibration run (Run 30):

:
Run 32 :
Run 3L

Run 33

:

All pumpage removed
Domestic pumpage only, i.e., Hope-Brightwater, Redwoods
Valley, Waimea Delta UA supplies and Richmond Borough LCA
supplies retained; all irrigation pumpage removed.

All UA pumpage retained; all UCA and LCA pumpage removed.

For the unstressed simulation, LCA heads rise by up to 2 metres between
summer droughts and winter rains, but these fluctuations are heavily damped
towards the coast (Figure 37a). At Bells Island for example, seasonal heads
only vary by a maximum of 0.3 metres between summer and winter. The LCA
natural seasonal fluctuations in head are minor compared to existing summer
drawdowns which reach a ma,ximum of lL m (Figure 38a). UA pumpage has
negligible effect on LCA heads because the LCA is recharged in the model via
the UCA. In reality, tongues of LCA gravels are probably recharged by direct
seepage from the UA be¡veen Burkes Bank and the Wairoa River. The UCA
simulations show however, that UA head fluctuations only have a minor effect
on UCA heads.
Domestic pumpage by Richmond Borough from the LCA at the coast causes
surlmer drawdowns of about 3.5 m at the Chipmill well, reducing to 1 to 2 m in
winter. Equivalent drawdowns in the LCA recharge zone at the Rail Reserve
well 7 km upstream are 7.2 m in summer and 0.3 to 0.6 m in winter. Figure 39
illustrates simulated drawdowns in March 1983 due to Richmond Borough
municipal pumpage.
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Figure

37a:

Simulated LCA heads under conditions of no

pumpage,
the LCA)
recorded

lls in
1983

The UCA recharge zone under unstressed conditions (Figure 37b) displays a
response more characteristic of an unconfined aquifer, and pumpage causes
only small increases in summer drawdown (0.5 m maximum). However, the
contour plot of pumpage draw-downs for March 1983 (Figure 38b) shows
larger regional drawdowns of up to 2.8 metres in the centre of the UCA
decreasing again towards the discharge zoîe near Appleby. UA and LCA
domestic pumpage and UA total pumpage both have a minor effect on UCA
heads (Figure 37b), because pumping reduces the head differentials in the
UCA recharge zone thereby reducing leakage to the UCA.

Natural seasonal fluctuation of the UA consists of peaþ responses to flood
and rain events followed by gradual recessions (Figure 37c). Superimposed on
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Figure 37b

:

Simulated UCA heads under conditions of no
pumpage only (none in UCA) and
compared to recorded (calibrated)
-

April

1983

this, regional summer drawdowns due to historic pumpage range up to 2.5 m as
shown in the contour plot of Figure 38c. Historic pumpage has little impact on
water levels in the coastal delta of the UA or in the areas closer to the rivers.
UA pumpage also has little effect in the Hope aquifers (Johnston's well) where
the water-bearing lenses dry up anyway during summer.
domestic
pumpage has only a localised cone of depression while confined aquifer
pumpage has a noticeable effect only in the Hope aquifer part of the UA.
The impact of UA pumpage in reducing summer river flows is, however,
severe, as previously discussed.

uA

The simulations described above illustrate the significant impact
groundwater development in all three aquifers.
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Figure 37c

:

Simulated UA heads under conditions of no
(Waimea County
only, compared to
st 1979 - April 1983
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Figure

38a:

Simulated areal differences in LCA piezometric head (m) with no pumpage,
compared to actual pumpage, March 1983

Figure 38b

:

Simulated areal differences in_I/CA, piglometric head (m) with no pumpage,
compared to actual pumpage, Marctr 1983
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Figure 38c

:

Simulated areal differences in UA piezometric head (m) with no pumpage,
compared to actual pumpage, March 1983

Figure 39

:

Simulated areal differences in LCA piezometric head (m) with no pumpage,
compared to Richmond Borough municipal pumpage, Márch 1993'
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6.3

IRRIGATION SCHEME DEVELOPMENT

Three comrnunity irrigation schemes were simulated : the partially developed
1050 ha Waimea East Irrigation Scheme and the proposed 370 ha Waimea
West and 200 ha Redwoods Valley schemes.

6.3.1 \ilaimea East Irrigation Scheme (WEIS)
This scheme overþing the Hope Gravel aquifers of the UA (Figure 1), draws
water at up to 660 I s-1 from the Wairoa Gorge, and supplies primarily
horticultural properties within the scheme area at 38 mm wk-1 for conventional
spray irrigation, 33 mm wk-1 for minisprinkler systems and 29 mm wk-1 for
trickle irrigation.
Three simulations were compared with the calibration run (30):

:
Run 34 :
Run 36 :
Run 35

WEIS in operation, with river abstractions
WEIS in operation, but natural river flows
WEIS in operation, with river abstractions but no UA pumpage.

The aim was to isolate the effect of direct river abstractions from the effects of
groundwater pumpage on downriver flows, and to determine the reduction in
confined aquifer drawdowns to be expected following commissioning of the
scheme.

Model simulations incorporating the scheme assume a fully developed scheme
area, and therefore river abstractions simulated at the estimated monthly rates
as given in Table 11.
These abstractions were subtracted from the recorded Wairoa Gorge flows and
the reduced river depths, calculated from the stage-discharge rating, were
applied as the Wairoa river input in the model. All pumpage from wells within
the WEIS was set at zero, since all irrigation water is now supplied by the
scheme. For the driest month modelled (March 1983), this resulted in a 53Vo
reductionin total UCApumpage to28l s'1 and a37Vo reduction in total LCA
pumpage to 97 t s-1. No account was taken in the recharge model of any
change in groundwater recharge within the WEIS, because it was considered
that increased irrigation in the area would be balanced by improved irrigation
efficiency.

Figures 40 (a-c) illustrate the effect of the \ryEIS on regional aquifer heads in
March 1983 by showing for each aquifer the differences in head between runs
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30 and 35, i.e. the original groundwater pumping regime versus river

abstraction for irrigation (Table 11) with wells within the scheme area shut
down. LCA heads recover by up to 3.3 m while ucA heads rise up to 1..6 m.
Reduced pumpage from the confined aquifers reduces drawdowns in the UA
above (Hope aquifers). However, WEIS river abstractions of 561 I s-1 in
March 1983 reduce river recharge to the UA further down the plains with UA
heads reduced up to 0.2 m as a result (Figure 40c).

Table

11.

:

Average monthly river abstractions for Waimea East Irrigation
Scheme at full development (C. I-awson, pers. comm.)

Month

Vo

of design (ó60 I s-1)

Abstraction (l

OCT
NOV
DEC
JAN
FEB

100Vo

MAR

85Vo

APR

65Vo

297
429
561
660
660
561
429

MAY

25Vo

165

45Vo
65Vo
85Vo
700Vo

s-1)

The UA water balance showed that nett recharge from the rivers to the
unconfined groundwater would have decreased 39% in March 19g3 from
1213 I s-l without WEIS abstractions to 740 I s-l with WEIS abstractions.
Simulated minimum flow in the Waimea River at Challies Island (Figure 1) for
late March 1983 was about 200 I s-1 without WEIS abstractions (Figure 33)
and 160 I s-1 with the abstractions. Despite uncertainties about the'acJuracy of
the river-aquifer component of the model, the data illustrate the influence of
the unconfined groundwater in maintaining a minimal flow in the river
channel.

Figure 41 gives an example of the reduction in drawdown in the LCA recharge
zone to be expected when the Waimea East Scheme is operating at design
capacity. The simulated natural fluctuations (Run 31.) are superimposed for
comparison. For March 1983, the reduction in drawdown would have been 2.5
m. The water balance for this simulation shows however, that potential
seawater intrusion (i.e. reverse flow in the LCA discharge zone) of up to
141 s-1 would still have occurred in 1982-83.
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6.3,2 Proposed \{aimea West Irrigation Scheme OfryIS)
An area of 450 ha centred on the HW2 well with 370 ha suitable for intensive
horticulture, was investigated for a proposed irrigation scheme (MWD, 1985).
This followed a t982 proposal to supply the area from an earth dam in nearby
Teapot Valley (NCB, 1932). The WWIS area is recognised as having limited
groundwater yield owing to the thinness of the UA and a higher clay content
than further north. It is already partly developed in horticulture. In 1983 the
Nelson Regional Water Board decided to decline further water right
applications to take groundwater from this area apart from those involving
storage of water.

Supply alternatives for the proposed irrigation scheme included a22 m earth
dam in Teapot Valley, pumping the peak requirement of 200 I s-1 from the UA
near the Appleby Bridge in the Waimea Delta or groundwater supplied both
locally and from the Waimea Delta.

The groundwater model was used to evaluate the impact of the proposed
groundwater pumpage scenarios on the regional groundwater system.
Simulations were also run to determine the effect of pumpage in the 20-node
WWIS area on flows in the Waimea River.

Five simulations were compared with each other and with Run 35 which
incorporated full development of the Waimea East Irrigation scheme:
Run 37

No UA pumpage within the proposed WWIS

Run 38

Double existing UA pumpage within WWIS (l22ls-1 peak)

Run 40

2001s-1 peak requirement from existing wells in the WWIS
(i.e. existing pumpage x3.27)

Run 41

2001s-1 peak requirement taken uniformly from all WWIS
nodes in the model.

Run 42

Existing WWIS pumpage (61 I s-l peak) augmented by 1401 s-1
peak from 4 UA nodes adjacent to the Waimea River at Appleby
Bridge.

Run 37 was devised to show the impact of the localised Waimea West
pumpage on the UA and on river leakage. The effects of removing pumpage
in the W\MS (bold contours, Figure 42) wete compared with removing
pumpage from all the UA (lighter contours). The bold lines represent the
difference in UA heads between Runs 35 and 37 while the light contours are
for Runs 35 and 36.

Figure

42: simulated
operation
Irrigation
anywhere

head (m) under full WEIS
the dòttêd Waimea West
d compared to no UA pumpage

s\
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Local drawdowns caused by existing W'WIS pumpage average 0.3 m with a
peak of 0.9 m near the Brightrvater Bridge. Comparing this with the overall
regional effects of UA pumpage, drawdowns in the range 0.1 to 0.4 m occur in
the Waimea West area as a result of pumpage outside the area. When WEIS
withdrawals from the Wairoa River are at design capacity, total drawdowns in
the Waimea West area average about 0.4 m and range up to 1.6 m.
Nett river leakage into the adjacent UA for March 1983 is reduced from 740 to
7L9 | s-1 when Waimea West UA pumpage is removed (Run 35 vs Run 37).
Doubling Waimea West pumpage as in Run 38 induces increased leakage of
17 I s-l from the lower Wai-iti and upper Waimea rivers, with a March 1983
mean river leakage of 757 I s-1.
Using all runs in which adjustments were made to Waimea West pumpage, a
relationship can be derived between river leakage and pumpage within that
zone. Figure 43, based on Runs 35,37,38 and 40 for March 1983, shows an
approximate linear relationship benveen change in pumpage and change in
river leakage. Note that for Run 40, the UA was dewatered at five Waimea
West nodes, therefore actual pumpage achievable would have been lower than
shown in Figure 43.
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Removing all UA Pumpage, with WEIS abstractions still at design capacity
(Run 36) had a far more significant impact on the two rivers, reducing leakage
from 740 to 350 I s-1 in March 1983. Increasing UA pumpage is obùously an
important cause of reduced river flows in summer, and any attempts to
maintain a minimum flow in the Waimea River must consider the effécts of
groundwater pumpage on flows.
Runs 40, 4t and 42 investigated the impact of different sources of irrigation
water for the proposed Waimea West Irrigation Scheme. Increasing pumpage
from existing wells (14 pumping nodes) by a factor or 3.27 to yiéta up to
200 I s-1 was shown in Run 40 to be impractical because the aquiier would be
dewatered over at least 25Vo of its area in a March 1983 drought. I-ocalised
well drawdowns would exceed saturated depth in many other parts of the
WWIS zone. This simulation also showed that the increased Waimea West
pumpage would dewater the UA immediately downstream of the proposed
scheme area.

Spreading the required wWIS pumpage evenly at the nodal spacing of 4g7
metres would reduce the peak requirement to 10 I s-1 per node (Run 41),
rather than concentrating the pumpage at existing wells (Run 40). In Run 41,
peak pumpage was increased from 60 to 200 I s-1. Figure 44 shows the
contoured additional drawdowns in Waimea West which result from this
increased pumpage in March 1983.
Drawdowns would increase on average by 0.5 m reaching a maximum of 2 m.
At the Hw2 well drawdown increased by 1.68 m while outside the wwIS,
additional drawdown at Ewz was 0.33 m (Figure 44). only one node became
dewatered within the WWIS, but again the saturated depth of the UA in this
area is small and localised dewatering or large reductions in yield would occur
over a large part of the area. Dewatering of the UA downstream of the WWIS
was predicted in Run 41 also, but over a smaller area than in Run 40.

Pumping the irrigation requirement from within the w\us would be
uneconomic as it would require a large number of low capacity wells and
required yields could still not be achieved during a severe drought. The model
confirms that an augmented supply from outside the zone would be required.
Run 42 simulates the WWIS supplied at up to 60 I s-1 from existing UA wells,
and augmented at up to 140 I s-1 from the Waimea Delta. UA transmissivities
are higher in the Delta and induced recharge from the Waimea River is
unlikely to significantly affect the river as there is consistently increased flow in
its lower reaches. The bold contours in Figure 44 illustrate the effect in the
uA Delta of increased drawdowns caused by pumping near the Appleby
Bridge. The cone of depression is centred on the two pumped nodes furth"rt
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from the river, because induced infiltration reduces drawdowns nearer the
river. Drawdowns exceed 0.7 m at the two western nodes while the two nodes
closer to the river have simulated drawdowns averaging 0.2 m. Waimea River
flow is reduced by about 100 I s'1 at Appleby Bridge, the loss increasing to
150 I s-1 downstream. The Delta is not yet fully developed into irrigited
horticulture, so a later simulation (Run 46) was run to determine whether an
Appleby Bridge wellfield would still be operable with fult developmenr in the
Delta. That simulation is discussed in the following section.

6.3.3 Proposed Redwoods Valley Irrigation Scheme (RVIS)

A

proposed community irrigation scheme for Redwoods Valley, adjacent to
the Waimea Delta, was investigated by the Ministry of Works and the Ministry
of Agriculture in 1984-85 (MAF, 1985). Water supply options included one or
more dams in gullies in the valley, pumping groundwater from the Delta or
deep drilling into the low permeability gravels of the valley. Pumping from the
Waimea Delta was the most economical alternative for the original 200 ha
scheme. The Nelson Regional Water Board investigated potential wellfield
locations for supplying a þeak requirement of 120 I s-1 to Redwoods Valley
(Fenemor and Kircher, 1985) and later carried out exploratory drilling and
pump testing at a site in Redwoods Road (Fenemor and Kircher, 19g6). The
investigations utilised simulations from the groundwater model to evaluate the
regional impact of 'exporting' water from the Delta, and the impact of nvo
patterns of irrigation development within 1400 ha of the Delta.
The simulations were:
Run 42

1401 s-r peak pumpage from a wellfield at Appleby Bridge
(discussed in Section 6.3.2).

Run 39

Delta pumpage increased by 50Vo from existing wells including
Waimea County's public supply (limited to those more than 1 km
from the coast to avoid seawater intrusion). This raised total UA
pumpage in March 1983 to 8671s-1.

Run 45

Full irrigation of Delta at a peak of 0.58 I s-1ha-1 (35 mm wk-1)
excluding a 1 km strip along the coast, an increas e of 1.LBVo over
existing irrigation pumpage. March 1983 total UA pumpage of
1054 I s-1

Run 46

Full irrigation development as above plus a wellfield pumping a
ma¡<imum of 140 I s-1 at Appleby Bridge as in Run 42, i.e.
combined Runs 42 and 45.

Figure 45

:

Simulated areal differences in UA piezometric head (m) under full WEIS
operation compared to full irrigation development within the dotted Waimea
Delta boundary, March 1983
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Increasing existing Delta pumpage by 50Vo results in increased drawdowns of
up to 1.1 m for March 1983, but generally less than 0.1. m east of the Waimea
River and within 500 m of the river on its western side. At the CW2 well this
simulation (Run 39) only increases drawdowns by 0.1 m. The Delta is
obviously capable of sustaining increased pumpage.

Run 45 provides a better indication of the likely limits on irrigation from the
unconfined groundwater within the Delta. In the dry period of March 1983,
Delta irrigation pumpage would have increased from 360 I s-1 to 7801 s-1. The
simulation results show that an area of 6 nodes in the western corner of the
zorte, near the confluence of the Redwoods Valley and Eves Valley streams,
would have been dewatered by early January 1983 and would not 'have
recovered in yield until April. Partial loss of yield would also have occurred
during the 1980-81 and 1981-82 summers under the full development option
for the Delta. The clay-bound nature of the gravels, which thin towards the
west, and the RVIS investigations both support this result.
Figure 45 shows additional drawdowns that would have occurred in the UA
during March 1983 with full irrigation from Delta groundwater. Drawdowns
are greatest on the western edge of the Delta where recharge is from'Waimea
West rather than the river. They range from 0.1 m at the Waimea River to
over 2 m in the dewatered area at the bottom of Redwoods Valley. At the
Cw2 well 1.5 km from the waimea River for example, a drawdown of only
0.28 m would have occurred. The most significant impact is on surface flows in
the Delta. For March 1983, leakage from the lower Waimea River would have
increased by 80 I s-1. The Neiman Creek springs would be dry while the Pearl
Creek springs would be reduced by 301 s-1 to flow at only 25 I s-1.

An accurate assessment of any seawater intrusion into the UA is constrained
by the simple constant head boundary used in the model at the coast.
However, simulated heads along the western edge of the Delta are negative in
March 1983, indicating that a tongue of seawater up to 2.5 km long could
intrude southwards from the coast if groundwater were pumped uniformly
from within the Delta. The simulated intrusion into the UA from the coast
totals 7.5 I s-1. Overall, this simulation has shown that the UA can sustain full
irrigation development within the Delta but water may need to be pumped
from nearer the Waimea River to supply the lower end of Redwoods Valley
and the western margins.

Run 46 investigated the option of 'exporting' water from the Delta, while the
Delta was fully irrigated from groundwater. The wellfield scenario alone was
discussed in Section 6.3.2. Combined with full irrigation development in the
Delta, the wellfield adjacent to the Appleby Bridge has negligible effect on the
area dewatered, but increases the drawdown at the four wellfield nodes by
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0.1 m near the river increasing to 0.9 m at the western node. The lower of
these drawdowns is attributable to the proximity of the wellfield to both the
Waimea River and Pearl Creek springs. River seepage to the UA is increased
by 291 s-1 in March 1983, while flow in Pearl Creek reduces from 25 I s-1 to
12 I s-1.
The detailed water balance for 23 March 1983 shows that 74Vo of the wellfield
pumpage is derived from the river, springs and intercepted flow to the coast
with the remainder derived from storage. Seawater intrusion is a potential
problem with simulated intrusion increasing to 27 | s-1 and the UA heads at the
western corner of the wellfield (nearest Appleby Bridge) being drawn below
mean sea level. The successful placement of a wellfield pumping this quantity
of water is obviously dependent on intercepting coastal outflows and inducing
river recharge while avoiding seawater intrusion. The potential intrusion
predicted for this scenario (Run 46) could be avoided by preventing full
development of the UA along its western margins where the gravels are less
transmissive.
Runs 45 and 4ó indicate that increased pumpage within the Delta zone would
have a flow-on effect on the UCA. Reduced UA heads would allow increased
discharge from the ruptured confining layers below, with simulated decreases
in UCA head reaching 0.2-0.3 m at the discharge zone near Appleby. Induced
UCA throughflow increases by 1 to 2l s-1 in response to the Delta pumping.

6.4

REGIONAL WATER ALLOCATION

6.4,1 Lower Conlined Aquifer
The effects of increasing levels of pumpage from the LCA were investigated by
comparing the following runs, which, apart from Run 43, have already been
discussed:

Run 31

No groundwater pumpage.

Run 32

Domestic pumpage only, i.e. Richmond Borough LCA pumpage.

Run 30

Calibration run, i.e. recorded 1979-83 pumpage.

Run 35

Existing LCApumpage but none within the Waimea East
Irrigation Scheme.

Run 43

LCA area outside Waimea East Irrigation Scheme irrigated
entirely from the LCA at 0.581 s-1 ha-1 peak.
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The drawdown response within the LCA for any pumpage scenario depends
not only on the total pumpage but on the spatial pattern of pumpage.
Expanding LCA pumpage outside the WEIS moves the stress on th; aquifer
closer to the coast, thereby increasing the potential for seawater intrusion.

Run 31, with no stress on the LcA, showed that the natural seasonal
fluctuation at the recharge zone of the LcA is less than2 m. Municipal pumpage of up to 55 I s-l from the coastal end of the LCA adds a further metre of
drawdown at the recharge zoîe, while actual LcA pumpage of up to 153 I s-1
for March L983 caused a total drawdown at the Rail Reserve well of 5.5 m.
Figure 46 shows the approximate relationship between total LCA pumpage
and head at the Rail Reserve monitoring well in the recharge zone using the
simulated additional drawdowns due to pumpage from the five runs above.
AIso shown is simulated LCA outflow to the Waimea Inlet, which indicates
seawater intrusion when it becomes negative. The relationship is only
approximate because of the varied spatial pattern of pumpage for the various
runs. Simulated heads for Run 43 are likely to be less accurate because part of
the overlying recharge zone became dewatered and drawdowns are ró lu.g.
that the adjacent constant head boundary overly constrains the model solution.
Figure 46 is, however, useful to assess the total pumpage required for the head
at the Rail Reserve well to fall to the Nelson Regional Water Board's rationing
level of 15 m above mean sea level (NCB, 1986). This corresponds to a 4 m
drawdown from the unstressed condition which occurs at a pumpage of
120 I s-1. Comparing the water balance for each of the runs shows a threshold
9f s0 I s-l pumpage at which seawater intrusion is predicted. Figure 46
indicates that the equivalent head at the Rail Reserve well is rj m.
The simulation results for Run 43 confirm that it is not possible to irrigate the
remaining land area above the LCA from that limited water source. The 1300
ha above the LCA but outside the Waimea East Scheme and bounded by the
coast would require up to 760 I s-l for full irrigation. The simulation showed
that this level of pumpage dewaters 14 additional nodes within the Hope
aquifers' recharge zone and induces 92 | s-1 additional seepage from the
Wairoa River. Massive seawater intrusion would occur (if such a high level of
pumping were even possible) with most of the LCA dewatered. Simulated
heads for March 1983 are generally around 10 m below mean sea level.
Drawdowns of 30 to 40 m cause high hydraulic gradients at the constant head
boundaries, particularly the boundary in the recharge zone, and therefore limit
the validity of the results.

Run 43 is an extreme, because it has been assumed that the required yield of
0.58 t s-rha-1 is available even along the boundaries of the LCA, and ihat the
LCA is the most likely water source for irrigation of the currently unserviced
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Drawdown at LCA Rail Reserve well and simulated
seawater inflow to the LCA compared to total LCA
pumpage from 5 model runs

area overlying it. Within the recharge zone between Burkes Bank and the
Wairoa River (Figure 1) the LCA is indistinct and the UA would be a more
likely source, while the western part of the LCA would be more easily irrigated
from the UCA above. Excluding these areas would still leave about 25 nodes
(600 ha) requiring a peak withdrawal of 350 I s-1. Figure 46 indicates that
pumpage of this magnitude would be likely to cause massive seawater
intrusion, at up to L20l s-1 in March 1983.
The key to determining the safe yield of the LCA lies in defining the contact
between the aquifer and the sea. If the conceptual model on which these
simulations are based is correct, the present level of pumpage (with LCA wells
within the WEIS closed down) is a realistic limit. If the seawater contact is
north of the Waimea Inlet, the cyclic nature of summer stress may allow
increases in irrigation pumpage, provided the seawater interface can be
maintained within its oscillating range away from the coast. Similarly, an
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oscillating interface within the overþing aquitard in the Waimea Inlet is
acceptable provided the seawater never reaches the LCA. If the aquitard were
of a uniform hydraulic conductivity typical of claybound gravels, pi...nt lgg¡83 summer stress should have drawn the seawater down through-only about 2
m of the 40 m of aquitard below the inlet and winter recovery should have then
flushed the interface back. However, a uniform aquitaid is unlikely and
seawater penetration through more permeable zones could easily draw
seawater into the LCA under 1982-83 pumping conditions. pumpage- should
not be increased until more is known about the seaward end of this aquifer.

6.42

Upper Conlined Aquifer

As for the LCA" a scenario of irrigating the area overlying the UCA but
outside the Waimea East Scheme boundaries was compared with other varying
levels of pumpage from the ucA. The simulations compared were:

Run 31

No groundwater pumpage

Run 30

Calibration run, i.e. inferre d 7979-83 pumpage.

Run 35

Existing UCA pumpage but none within the Waimea East
Irrigation Scheme.

Run 44

UCA outside WEIS irrigated enrirely from the UCA at
0.581s-Îha-1 peak.

Because the UCA has no coastal boundary, exploitation of this aquifer is
limited primarily by the available drawdown. A large number of low yield
wells will be able to extract more water than a small number of high yield
wells. Earlier simulations have shown that increased pumpage lnduces
increased recharge to the UCA.
Runs 30 and 35 showed that the commissioning of the Waimea East Irrigation
Scheme should have reduced ucA pumpage by 53vo to 2g I s-1 during the

peak period March 1983. Remaining pumpage is concentrated west of the
WEIS boundary. Figure 40b showed, for example, that drawdowns in the UCA
recharge zone would have reduced by up to 1.6 m in March 19g3. However,
outside the WEIS boundary the reduction in drawdown is generally less than
0.7 m decreasing to 0.1 m at the ruptured discharge end of the ucA.

Total irrigation of the modelled UCA land area outside the boundaries of the
waimea East Scheme would require peak pumpage of 630 I s-r, altho,,gh 40vo
of this area is in the recharge zone and would be more easily serviced from ttre
UA. Run 44 indicates that UCA drawdowns under this substantially increased
pumpage would increase by up to 16 m, and that half the aquifer would
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become unconfined with one quarter totally dewatered (Figure 47). The
simulated water balance indicates that recharge would exceed 400 I s-1 with
another 200 I s-l induced recharge from the original discharge zone near
Appleby. Induced recharge would be sufficient to cause much of the Eastern
Hills area to be dewatered, as was predicted for full exploitation of the LCA.
Eastern Hills recharge intercepted by the UCA under increased stress would
no longer reach the LCA and simulated maximum drawdowns in the LCA
would increase by 3 to 4 m in its recharge zorre as a result of this UCA
exploitation. Recharge to the UCA from the Wairoa River (via the UA) is
predicted to increase by 160 I s'1.

Although Run 44 is an extreme scenario unlikely ever to be approached in
reality, the results indicate how the UCA will respond to gradually increasing
exploitation. UCA pumpage increases will not have a direct impact on river
flows since transient summer pumpage draws considerable water from storage
in both the UCA and its UA recharge zone. Estimation of the optimum yield
from the UCA depends greatly on the location, spacing and pumping rate of
the wells, but that figure is likely to be around 2001 s'l for development of the
UCA area west of the WEIS

6.4.3 Unconfined Aquifer(s)
Management of pumpage from the UA depends on the minimum river flow to
be maintained during dry seasons. Problems of loss of yield due to excessive
pumping are limited generally to the Wai-iti Valley and the shallow Hope
Gravel aquifers (Figure 2). Seawater intrusion, while a potential threat to
shallow wells near the coast, would not be as significant as in the LCA.

Three scenarios were compared to identiff the effects of different levels of
exploitation of the UA" using the existing wells. These were:
Run 31

:

:
Run 47 :

Run 30

No groundwater pumpage

Calibration run, i.e. inferred 1979-83 UA pumpage
Entire UA (outside WEIS) irrigated from existing wells at
0.58 I s-1ha-1 peak, i.e. existing pumpage x 5.5.

Simulation results for Runs 30 and 31 (see Section 6"2) were illustrated in
Figure 38. These results show that existing pumpage reduced natural seasonal
water tables by up to2.5 m in March 1983.

Figure 47

:

Simulated areal differences.in.ucA piezometric head (m) under full wEIS
operation compared to full irrigation development of ùcÂ outside wEßboundary, Mar'ch t983

s
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In Run 47, the model failed to converge as the simulation approached the
period of greatest stress in the 1982-83 summer, because of the large number
of nodes going dry (Section 3.3"2). However, the effects of full UA
exploitation were assessed by comparing drawdowns and river leakage for the
1981-82 summer.

Figure 48 uses summer data from Runs 31, 30 and 47 to investigate the
relationship between total UA pumpage and nett Wairoa, Waimea and Wai-iti
river leakage to groundwater. Two summer periods are used (where results
were available): February - March 1981 and March 1983, during which time
mean Wairoa Gorge flows were very similar at 1500 to 1800 I s-1. Leakage is
not directly related to pumpage as might be expected, rather it approaches a
ma,rimum value as pumpage increases, and the rivers become perched above
the UA. The scatter in the few data points (Figure 48) results from the small

TOTAL
Figure 48:

UA.

PUMPAOE I

S-1

Relationship between nett river leakage to the UA
and total UA pumpage
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differences between Gorge flows for each period and some change in the
spatial pumping pattern between runs. A family of curves could be shown on
Figure 48 if the simulations were run for increasing river flow conditions. The
asymptotic maximum leakage indicated in Figure 48 is important for managing
the system because it shows the resilience of the hydrologic system to stress. It
may be more difficult than first thought to dry up the river(s) through
groundwater pumpage.
Comparing actual conditions in February 1981 (Run 30) with those expected
under full irrigation (i.e. 5.5 times more pumpage, Run 47), the simulations
indicate increasing areas drying up along both margins of the Wai-iti Valley,
around Brightrvater township and along the western edge of the plains with full
development. Decreasing yields would occur throughout the aquifer,
especially in the Wai-iti Valley.
These results indicate that high yield parts of the UA, which are generally near
the rivers, could be pumped at higher rates than at present, but increased
pumpage affects both river low flows and water availability in shallower parts
of the aquifer. The impact is least severe in the Delta area where UA
groundwater levels are buffered by sea level at the coast, and where the river
has higher flows which can sustain reductions. However, sea water intrusion
(section 6.3.3) is a constraint on any large increase in pumpage in this area.

6.5 WATER

RIGHT ALLOCATION

As well as evaluating regional water resource development proposals, the
model can be used for checking the likely impact of individual water right
applications. An example from the L-ower Confined Aquifer is presented.

6.5.1 Lower Conlined Aquifer
The LCA is sensitive to relatively small changes in pumpage. A simulation was
carried out in response to a water right application for an additional irrigation
well near the coast, pumped at up to 20 I s-1. Seasonal variations in pumpage
were again synthesized pro rata in time with recorded LCA pumpage, and the
LCA drawdowns with this extra well were then compared for 23 March 1983
with those from the calibration (Run 30). The results showed that this new
well could cause increases in drawdown ranging from L.8 m immediately
adjacent, decreasing to 0.2 m beyond Bells Island and Brightwater (Figure 49).
An additional 0.5 m of drawdown is estimated from equation (31) at the
pumped well itself. Seawater intrusion by induced leakage from the Waimea
Inlet could increase by up to 6 I s-1.

\
o

Fígure 49

:

Simulated LCA drawdowns to be expected following pumping of a new well (at
point x) irrigating 35 ha, March 1983
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The node spacing of 487 m used in the model only allows reasonably large
local changes in the water balance to be simulated accurately. But this
example illustrates the value of a regional model for checking the impact of
continuing changes to the system. In the confined aquifers particuhìly, an
alternative is to use the principle of superposition, e.g. incieasing aquifer
pumpage by LÙVo will increase drawdowns by a similar percentage as long as
pumpage is not occurring close to aquifer boundaries.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This study has built on the earlier hydrogeological investigations of the
Waimea Plains by Dicker (1980) and JohnstorLet a/. (DSIR Bulletin, in prep.).
Its aim was to evaluate the hydraulic behaviour of the Waimea groundwater
system and associated rivers so that management strategies for the water
resources could be determined and refined.
system was calibrated and tested. It
reproduces well on both spatial and time-dependent scales (1979-83) the water
level fluctuations in the interconnected shallow Unconfined Aquifers (UA),
the Upper Confined Aquifer (UCA) and the Lower Confined Aquifer (LCA).
Modifications were made to the model to also simulate the flows in the
Wairoa, Wai-iti and Waimea rivers which lose much of their flow to the
aquifers during dry summers. An acceptable calibration of river low flows was

A computer model of the groundwater

achieved.

Recharge to all aquifers originates as either river leakage or direct infiltration
from rainfall and irrigation. Runoff and storage in the fractured rocks of the
Eastern Hills also contribute a minor amount of recharge. A rainfall recharge
model, developed to calculate input to the UA gave an average annual
recharge of 52Vo of rainfall. River flow losses are dependent on both river and
adjacent UA groundwater levels. Mean winter flow through the LCA with no
pumpage occurring, was calculated as 58 I s-1, while for the UCA it was
f fO i r-f . Pumpage during the drought of 1982-83 reached a peak of 680 I s-1
from the UÀ 69 I s-1 from the UCA and 175 I s-1 from the LCA. Resulting
seasonal drawdowns reached 2.5 m,2.8 m and 11 m respectively.

Calibration of the model indicated potential seawater intrusion into the LCA
below the Waimea Inlet. A transient water balance showed seawater intrusion
may have been progressing towards the aquifer at up to 67 I s-1, although
winter reductions in pumpage should have reversed this trend. The calibrated
model also demonstrated that increased pumping can induce further recharge
and reduced discharge. Pumpage from the UA has a direct though damped
effect on river flows, although simulations indicate a non-linear relationship in
which perching of the riverbed during dry summers inhibits increasing leakage.
Management simulations identified the natural seasonal fluctuations in aquifer
heads and, using 7979-83 river and rainlall iuputs, investigated the impacts of
irrigation schemes supplied from river or groundwater, and the safe yields of
each aquifer.
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Results indicate that in spite of reduced pumpage since the commissioning of
the Waimea East Irrigation Scheme, there is still potential for seawater
intrusion into the LCA. A conservative safe yield for the LCA given the 798283 pattern of pumpage, would limit the peak pumpage to 80 I s-1. The Nelson
Regional Water Board's 15 m rationing trigger at the Rail Reserve well would
correspond to a peak pumpage of 120 I s-1.

In contrast, the model indicates that the UCA is currently under-utilised. This
aquifer has greater storage than the LCA and appears more resilient under
drought conditions, although yields on its margins will decrease if pumpage
increases. It will not be possible however, to meet the full irrigation needs of
the area overlying the UCA outside the Waimea East Scheme, from UCA
groundwater. The peak safe yield for the system is about 200 I s-1, using a
criterion of balancing increasing summer drawdown against greater pumpage.
Limitations on the uA are more local than regional, although all UA pumpage
affects adjacent river low flows. Increased yields are obtainable, particularly
adjacent to the rivers, but the Nelson Regional Water Board's management
objective of maintaining a 225 | s-1 minimum low flow in the Waimea Rive¡
would limit further extractions to the Waimea Delta below Challies Island.
The model indicates that full irrigation of this zone is possible from the UA,
although there is a risk of seawater intrusion unless pumpage occurs closer to
the river rather than uniformly spread up to the western boundary of the UA.
Any increase in extraction would lead to reductions in springflow from Pearl
and Neiman creeks as well as in the Waimea River. Increasing irrigation from
the UA will also be accompanied by decreasing yields on the margins of the
aquifer, particularly in the Wai-iti Valley, around Brightwater, and along the
foothills west of the Waimea River. Some of the problems associated with
these reductions can be avoided by pumping groundwater up-valley from the
waimea Delta, a suitable wellfield location being near the Appleby Bridge.

In conclusion, the study has shown the value of an integrated groundwater and
river model for evaluating regional and in some cases local water management
options. It has also been a catalyst for the assembling and evaluation of the
large amount of geohydrological information for the Waimea Plains, and has
highlighted areas, such as river-aquifer interaction and the LCA coastal
discharge, which require more intensive data collection. Overall, the modelling
indicates that the Waimea aquifers have insufficient capacity to provide full
irrigation of the plains, even though increased usage from the UCA and parts
of the UA is possible. Storage of surface water by constructing dams either in
the Wairoa Gorge or in the many small clay-bound gullies in hills adjacent to
the plains is the most obvious means of supplementing the water resource.
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Ætificial recharge of the UA in particular also has potential in the Wai-iti
Valley and west of the Brightrvater Bridge over the Wai-iti River.
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POSTSCRIPT: APPLICATION OF MODEL RESULTS
IN MANAGEMENT PLANNING

Since the groundwater model was developed and this report drafted, the
results of model simulations have been used to derive and refine water
management policies in the Nelson Regional Water Board's Waimea Basin
water Management Plan (NcB, 19s6). This plan was adopted in october
1986 following lengthy consideration by the Board, and discussion at public
and water user group meetings.
Policies which utilised model results are surtmarised below:

*

*

No rights to take additional water will normally be granted in the Waiiti catchment, the Unconfined Aquifer south of Challies Island or the
Lower confined Aquifer, nor in the wairoa or waimea Rivers when
Wairoa Gorge flow is less than 40001 s-1.

In the zones described above, water right holders are to fit water meters
to record usage, and meter readings are to be supplied to the Nelson
Regional 'water Board monthly during summer. Meter readings are
used for policing usage and for future modelling of the water resources.

*

*

*

A minimum low flow or 225 I

s-1 has been set for the wairoa and
waimea Rivers below the wairoa Gorge. Rationing of pumpage from
those rivers and the adjacent Unconfined Aquifer will occur when the
minimum flow near Challies Island falls below 2251s-1 so that minimum
fisheries, recreational and scenic values of the river are maintained.

Rationing of pumpage within the wai-iti catchment may be triggered
when flow ceases in the Wai-iti River below Brightwater Bridge. This
policy aims primarily to maintain reduced supplies to existing users in
the catchment, rather than maintaining instream values.

Rationing of pumpage from the

I¡wer confined Aquifer may be
implemented either when seawater intrusion is detected in coastal wells
or when the head at the Rail Reserve well falls below 15.0 m above
m.s.l. Model simulations showed that seawater intrusion could occur at
a Rail Reserve head as high as 17 m, but the 15 m trigger was adopted
because it has previously been used without seawater intrusion
occurring.
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*

All ratiorring wilt be on the basis of a scries of 20Vo cuts in authoriscd
usage, reviewable at two-weekly intervals or until the trigger criterion is
exceeded, allowing a relaration of the rationing.

Water from the Upper Confined Aquifer will continue to be allocated
up to a maximum of 150 I s-1, reviewable at the discretion of the Nelson
Regional Water Board. Although model ¡esults indicated an optimum
UCA yield of 200 I s-1, it was considered prudent to adopt a lower value
and check the impact before allowing full exploitation of the UCA
No water rights will be granted to take water within 100 metres of the
river banks of the Wairoa or Waimea rivers between Wairoa Gorge and
Appleby Bridge, because of the almost direct impact of pumping on
river low flows.

*

Water rights will continue to be granted in the Unconfined Aquifer
north of Challies Island. Model results indicate reasonable reserves of
water in the Waimea Delta and horticultural development before the
next review in 1991 is not expected to tax the resource.

*

Minimum well spacings of 100 m have been set for new wells in the
UCA and LC.\ and 50 m for the UA.

*

Water rights will expire in five years, except those north of the highway
crossing the Appleby Bridge where the term will be 10 years. This
rationale is based on assessed water availability and the likely rate of
horticultural development.

All rights to take water in the Waimea Plains either expired in May 1986 or
were cancelled in May 1987. New applications were sought from users and
new irrigation water allocations were based on assessed area irrigated up to
May 1986, calculated at a rate of 350 msha-1wk-l. New rights were granted
based on the policies described above. Waimea water rights now reflect actual
usage more closely, and most water rights previously held for speculative
purposes (such as increasing land values) have not been renewed.
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